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Abstract

This thesis handles with the static and dynamic behaviour of a transversally excited buckled
(under axial static load) pinned-pinned beam. Firstly, the kinematics of the beam under con
sideration are addressed. The uniaxial kinematic model is derived neglecting only transversal
contraction'and the Elastica kinematic model is derived applying the Euler-Bernoulli hypoth
esis on the uniaxial model. The stable initial post-buckling path constructed by means of a
perturbation method, based on Koiter's theory, shows that the Elastica kinematic model is a
convenient alternative for the uniaxial kinematic model in initial post-buckling analysis. Cal
culation of the exact solution shows that the perturbation analysis is reliable in the vicinity of
the buckling point. Comparison of this exact solution with results of two FEM-models shows
that the Elastica model in combination with the used perturbation method can be used as a
substitute for FEM in initial post-buckling analyses.
Furthermore, Galerkin discretization of the Elastica model is performed using the first three
buckling modes. By use of the finite difference method and arc-length continuation, numerical
amplitude-frequency plots are constructed. The dynamically interesting areas are analyzed
using phase space plots and Poincare mappings. The influence of several parameters on the
amplitude-frequency response is shown. Finally, a comparison is made between steady-state
semi-analytical and FEM results. From this, it follows, despite some qualitative differences,
that the semi-analytical model in combination with the finite difference method and arc
length continuation is a promising method for evaluation of nonlinear dynamics of buckled
beam systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Applications

Buckled beam structures under dynamic loading are frequently encountered in various indus
trial applications and modern human life. Three types of application fields can be distin
guished.

First of all, applications that are designed to buckle for their functionality. One example
is the use for vibration isolation in for instance suspension systems of off-road vehicles (see
Sorokin and Terentiev (2001)) or optical measuring systems (see figure 1.1). Often it is
desirable that these systems are isolated from different kind of vibrations, e.g. in the last
system from seismic motion. Because of the vibrational motion in the presence of gravity,
dynamic storage of significant amounts of energy is required to absorb this motion. Only
recently, it has been illustrated by Winterfiood et al. (2001) that it is possible to provide this
energy storage by means of a buckled beam. Another example is the use of buckled beams in
large stroke actuators for optical applications (see figure 1.2). Initially the structure is planar.
Then, by SDA (scratch drive actuator) actuation the beams are forced to buckle. This forces
the mirror to lift out of the substrate plane (see Quevy et al. (2002)). This principle makes
it possible to obtain a mirror rotation of ±15°.

Secondly, applications that are designed to avoid or prevent buckling. These applications

Figure 1.1: Seismic motion vibration isolator (taken from Winterflood et al. (2001)).
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Figure 1.2: A 3D self-assembled microplate (taken from Quevy et al. (2002)).

are mostly encountered in civil structures such as bridges or buildings. A recent example is the
collapse of the World Trade Center in New York. The structural integrity of the World Trade
Center depended on closely spaced columns, which were prevented from buckling outwards
by lightweight steel trusses. It appears likely that the impact of the plane crash destroyed a
significant number of columns on several floors of the building, severely weakening the entire
system. Initially this was not enough to cause collapse. However, as fire raged in the upper
floors, the heat would have been gradually affecting the behaviour of the remaining material.
The strength of the steel drops markedly with prolonged exposure to fire, while the elastic
modulus of the steel reduces (stiffness drops). Eventually, the loss of strength and stiffness of
the materials resulting from the fire, combined with the initial impact damage, would have
caused the columns to buckle outwards. This would have resulted in the complete collapse of
at least one complete floor at the level of impact. Once one floor collapsed all floors above
would have begun to fall. The huge mass of falling structure would gain momentum, crushing
the structurally intact floors below, resulting in catastrophic failure of the entire structure
(see figure 1.3).

Thirdly, applications that are designed for their functionality to buckle but are prevented
to fail due to post-buckling. This is commonly encountered in aerospace industry, where due
to weight savings local buckling of structures, such as the fuselage's skin, is allowed, but no
post-buckling failure is allowed up to the ultimate load.

1.2 Theoretic capability

The prediction and optimization of dynamic stability behaviour of structures is frequently
performed with FEM-tools. These tools offer a great deal of modeling flexibility, however,
there are some drawbacks to these method.

Firstly, it is very time-consuming to obtain FEM-based numerical solutions for the dy
namic stability problem due to the lack of a mathematically rigorous dynamic stability crite
rion. For the identification of the buckling points alone, many simulations have to be carried
out.

Secondly, it is difficult (if not impossible) to obtain multi-equilibrium solutions inherited
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Figure 1.3: Collapse of the WTC (taken from website USYD (2004).)

in certain dynamic structures. Even with the help of specially developed algorithms (such as
path-following techniques), the reliability of dynamic stability predictions obtained by FEM
can still be very sensitive to the elements and the parameters used in the analysis, as well as
to numerical errors.

Thirdly, it is difficult to judge the nature of the bifurcation buckling, and to really under
stand the mechanism of buckling by only using FEM.

Finally, due to the complexity of the nonlinear dynamic stability behaviour, it is desirable
to have an alternative prediction method other than the FEM, so that the FEM results can
be verified.

There are many limitations of available analytical and semi-analytical prediction methods
for complicated dynamic stability behaviour (such as multiple eigenvalues). As one of best
known methods, Koiter's theory is powerful to obtain solutions in the neighbourhood of the
buckling load (the so-called initial post-buckling region) for static loading. At the advancing
of industrial technologies, companies do increasingly want to use the post-buckling design
concept that allows structures to operate in buckled configuration. To support this industry
demand, a new semi-analytical dynamic stability prediction method should be developed.
This thesis is a first step into that direction.

1.3 Goal and outline

The goal of this thesis is to get insight in the static and dynamic behaviour of a transversally
excited pinned-pinned buckled beam (under static axial load) by means of (semi-) analytic
methods. It will be investigated to what extent the (semi-) analytic results can be compared
with FEM results. Furthermore, it will be investigated what the (dis )advantages of the
(semi-) analytic method are with respect to FEM in dynamic buckling analysis. The outline
of this thesis is as follows. In chapter 2 the beam under consideration is presented. Simplifica-
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tions are performed on a complete kinematic model of the beam and its (simplified) equation
of motion is derived in the form of one partial differential equation. Chapter 3 deals with
the semi-analytic analysis of the static buckling behaviour of the beam. First (pre-) buck
ling theory is discussed. Subsequently, the semi-analytic buckling and (initial) post-buckling
paths of the complete and simplified kinematics are presented. This enables us to compare
the results of the simplified kinematics with two FEM-models. Chapter 4 handles with the
dynamic stability behaviour of the beam. A discretization approach is used in three cases to
transform the partial differential dynamic equilibrium equation of the simplified kinematics
into ordinary differential equations. Furthermore, methods to find periodic solutions and to
analyze their stability are discussed. These methods are used to compare the evolution of
periodic solutions in the frequency domain, as found by numerical simulations, of the three
different cases with each other. Also, several periodic solutions of the numerical simulations
are compared with results of dynamic FEM-analysis. In the final chapter, conclusions are
drawn and recommendations for further research are given. Finally, it is noted that a list
of recommended literature with respect to buckling and related subjects can be found in
Appendix E.

4



Chapter 2

Elastic beam theory

In this chapter, the equation of motion of the pinned-pinned beam under discussion will be
derived using Hamilton's principle. Firstly, the beam and its boundary conditions will be
introduced. Then, Hamilton's principle to derive partial differential equations of motion for
structures will be discussed. In order to derive energy expressions for the beam, firstly the
kinematics of the beam will be derived. A simplification on these kinematics will be made
and used to approximate the strain energy of the beam. Next, the remaining required energy
expressions will be derived. Finally, the energy expressions will be applied to Hamilton's
principle leading to the equation of motion of the beam.

2.1 The beam

T
B

Figure 2.1: Harmonically excited prestressed beam.

This thesis handles with a statically axially pre-stressed beam that is harmonically excited
in transversal direction. The beam under consideration is shown in figure 2.1. The beam's
dimensions in et-, f1- and ej-direction are L, hand b, respectively. The 2-D case is considered
and, therefore, the beam cannot move out of the (et, f1)-plane. The beam is pinned at both
ends and is, therefore, capable of rotating freely at the ends. Furthermore, the left end is
constrained in et and e1-direction, while the right end is only constrained in f1-direction.
Gravity forces are neglected and the body B is considered to be massless and infinitely stiff.
The beam is statically loaded by an axial force P at the right end. This axial load is chosen
to exceed the lowest buckling load of the beam. Next, the beam is harmonically excited by
an in phase motion of the pins in f1-direction. This excitation is chosen as w[t] = W sin (wt),
where W is the amplitude and w the frequency in [m] and [rad 8-1], respectively. Finally,
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(2.1)

material damping is approximated by a linear dashpot with damping constant Cd connected
between the middle of the beam and the ground.

2.2 Hamilton's principle

There are several ways in which equations of motions can be derived. In this thesis Hamilton's
principle is used (see Lanczos (1977)). This principle considers the trajectory of a dynamical
system between two positions u (t = iI) and u (t = t2)' Clearly, there exist infinitely many
trajectories between these two positions. However, according to Hamilton's principle, the
trajectory actually followed, minimizes the functional

i
t!

S = {T - II + Wne}dt.
to

In (2.1) T denotes the kinetic energy, II the total potential energy and VVne the work done by
non-conservative forces. The total potential energy is defined by

(2.2)

where U and We are the strain energy and the work done by conservative forces, respectively.

The kinetic energy of a particle is defined by T = ~dm (it. it). For a complete structure

this is transformed to

(2.3)

where m is the mass of the structure, and it follows by differentiation of the displacement
vector with respect to time. To obtain the strain energy U, it is necessary to consider
the internal energy produced by the stress component O"ij, i, j = 1, 2, 3, acting on the strain
component eij' For a linearly elastic material the stresses are related to the strains by Hooke's
law:

(2.4)

consequently for a linearly elastic material the strain energy, as illustrated in figure 2.2, takes
the form

U = ~ i O"ijeijdV, (2.5)

where V is the total volume of the structure.
Furthermore, We is the work done by all external conservative forces. This means that the
work done does not depend on the path followed. An example of We is the gravity force Fg ,

because the work done by this force always equals FgH, no matter which path is followed
to move a mass particle to height H. The work done by non-conservative forces Wne is the
opposite of the work done by conservative forces. This means that the work done is path
dependent. A clear example is the work done by a damper.

Next, Hamilton's principle of least action states that the true trajectory u[t] is that
trajectory that minimizes (2.1), or written in variational form (see appendix A for some
aspects of the calculus of variations):

i t! (oT - oil + oWnc ) dt = 0, ou [t] = 0, t E [to, tl] . (2.6)
to

Note that the end points u remain fixed during the variations.
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Figure 2.2: Strain energy for linear elastic material

2.3 Kinematics

In order to apply Hamilton's principle expressions for the strain energy of the beam are
required. As shown in the previous section the strain energy depends on the kinematics, or to
be more precise the displacement-strain relations, of the beam. Therefore, in this section, the
kinematics of the beam are derived. In the first part of this section the uniaxial kinematical
model of the beam is derived, only neglecting transverse contraction. Next, a simplified model
is derived by using the Euler-Bernoulli hypothesis.

2.3.1 Uniaxial kinematic model

In this section the uniaxial kinematic model for the beam is derived. The followed derivation
resembles the derivation as presented by Li (1997), if w = 0 (the body B is fixed). The
position vectors of a vertical line segment AoBo of the undeformed beam in figure 2.3 are
defined by

r' Ao = [x 0 ] -r (2.7)
r'Bo = [x y ] -r,

where -r denotes the orthonormal base [et e2] T. This line segment is found in the de
formed beam as segment AIEl. The displacement of point Bo to B I is defined by the dis
placement vector 11 = [UB VB] -r. The position vectors of the deformed line segment can
now be written as follows

r'Al = r'Ao + [u V + w ] -r = [ x+ U V + w ] ~
~ ~ A B) ~ --c+ (2.8)
r BI = r Al + I I = r Bo + u.

Next, the length of the beam is considered to be much larger than the height of the beam
(L » h). Therefore, transverse contraction can be neglected, and as a consequence IAIBII =
y and all derivatives with respect to y become zero. The displacement vector now becomes

11 = [ U - Y sin e V + w + ycos e- y ] -r. (2.9)

The corresponding displacement gradient tensor (see Geers (2000)) is defined as

(2.10)
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Figure 2.3: Displacements of a vertical line segment of the beam.

where
,:::t [-=, 0 -> 0]v 0 = e 1 ox + e 2 oy ,

is the gradient operator with respect to the initial undeformed state.
(2.10) gives

(2.11)

Substituting (2.9) in

v = [ u,x - yB,x c.osB
v,x - yB,x sm B

where ,x denotes differentiation with respect to x.
are defined by its strain tensor

- sin B ] (2.12)
cosB - 1 '

The Green-Lagrange strain components

1
E = '2 [v + v T + v T

. v] , (2.13)

(2.14)

(2.15)

from which the engineering strain components, ell = Ell and e12 = 2E12 are found to be

ell = u,x - yB,x cos B+ ~ (u,x - yB,x cos B)2 + ! (v,x - yB,x sin B)2
e12 = -sinB - u,x sinB + v,x cosB.

As a result of neglecting transversal contraction, Poisson's ratio lJ equals zero and uniaxial
stress is assumed. Assuming linear elastic behaviour the stresses in the elastic region can be
computed by applying Hooke's law and Hooke's law for shearing:

erll = Eell
er12 Ge12 = 2(1~V)e12 = !Ee12,

where E is Young's modulus and G the shear modulus. The internal axial force N, internal
shear force Q and internal moment M are found by

N fA EelldA
Q = fA Ee12dA
M fA Eyel1 dA.

8
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Integral Constant

fA dA A
fAydA 0
fAy2dA I
fAy 3dA 0
fA y4dA 9

Table 2.1: Cross-section properties

Defining generalized strains as

U,x + ~ (u,x)2 + ~ (v,x)2
- sin e - u,x sin e + v,x cos e
-e,x cos e - u,xe,x cos e - v,xe,x sin e

and making use of the cross-section properties of table 2.1, (2.16) becomes

(2.17)

N
Q
M

EAt: + ~El (e,x)2
Eky
ElK,

(2.18)

where A is the cross-section's area and I is the second moment of area. The corresponding
boundary conditions for the double pinned beam are given by

v[O] = 0,
M[O] =0,
ufO] = 0,

v[L] =0
M[L] =0
N[L] =-P.

(2.19)

2.3.2 Beam kinematics: Simplification of the uniaxial kinematic model

The uniaxial kinematic model as derived in the previous section is very complicated and,
therefore, not attractive for analysis purposes. Therefore, in this section, the Euler-Bernoulli
hypothesis is used to simplify the uniaxial kinematic model. This hypothesis states that the
beam deformation is only due to bending and that the neu'tral axis is incompressible. Con
sequently, shear effects are neglected and plane normal cross sections of the beam remain
plane and normal to the neutral line after deformation. As a consequence the shear angle 0:

in figure 2.3 vanishes and e= 7/J.

Incompressibility is illustrated using figure 2.4. This figure shows the extension e of an
infinitesimal part dx of the beam. It can be seen that

(2.20)

and, therefore, the extension e can be written as

(2.21)

Incompressibility of the beam implies that e == 0, from which follows that u,x and V,x must
fulfill

(2.22)

9
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Figure 2.4: Extension of infinitesimal part of the beam

Due to the vanishing of the shear angle the following relations hold

v,x
u,x

sine
cos e- 1.

(2.23)

Combining (2.22) and (2.23), the derivative of ewith respect to x can be written as a function
of v:

e - v,xx (2.24)
,x - VI _(v,x)2'

Substitution of (2.23) and (2.24) into (2.14) yields the following engineering strains

( )

2
_ 1 2 v,xx v,xx

-"2Y Jl-(v,~)2 - Y~

= O.
(2.25)

The internal forces as defined by (2.18), then become dependent on the newly defined gener
alized strains:

f 0
1=0

~.

V l-(v.~)

These strains are used in chapter 3 to derive the Elastica model.
kinematic model is referred to as the Elastica kinematics.

2.4 Energy expressions

(2.26)

Hence, in this thesis this

In section 2.2, Hamilton's principle is introduced to derive the equation of motion of the
beam. This principle can only be applied if the energy expressions for the beam are readily
available. These expressions for both the uniaxial and the Elastica kinematic model are
derived in this section. The kinetic energy (2.3) of the beam depends on the time derivative
of the displacement vector as defined by (2.9):

it = [ it - ye cos e v+ W - ye sin e ] ~.

10
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Substitution in (2.3) gives

T = ~L(iJ? + iJ2 + w2+ 2iJw + y2(P - 2ye (ucos (8) + (v + w) sin (8))) dm. (2.28)

Under the assumptions that the density p is constant over the entire beam length, rotational
inertia terms such as e2 , may be neglected, u << iJ, wand using the cross-section properties
of table 2.1, (2.28) evolves to

1 1L

T = -pA (v2 + w2 + 2iJw) dx.
2 0

(2.29)

Next, strain energy is considered. The application of Hooke's law in (2.15) implies linear
elastic behaviour. Considering the predefined engineering strains of (2.14), the total strain
energy (2.5) becomes

1 f(2 1 2)
U = 2E Jv ell + 2e12 dV,

or written in terms of internal forces

1 fL ( N 2 1 )
U = "2 J

o
(N1 + 2N2) E + 9 E~2 + "2 Q1' + MK, dx,

(2.30)

(2.31)

where 9 is the fourth moment of area as defined in table 2.1, N 1 = EAE and N 2 = ~EI8~x,

which are the first and second part of N in (2.18), respectively. Next, the energy due to
non-conservative forces is expressed. The only conservative force present in the system is the
external axial force P. The corresponding work done is written as

or

We = -Pu[x = L], (2.32)

(2.33)

since u [0] = 0 (see (2.19)). Finally, the non-conservative forces are taken into account. The
work done by the single non-conservative force present in the system, the viscous damper
force Fd' equals

Wne = -Fd (v + w) [x = L/2]. (2.34)

This, in fact, can be written as an integral over the beam length using the Dirac-delta function
(here referred to as .6.[x]):

Wne = -lL

{Fd (v + w).6. [x - L/2]}dx.

2.5 The Elastica equation of motion

(2.35)

Next, the equations of motion of the Elastica kinematics are derived. The first variation of
the kinetic energy of (2.29) is found to be

l
t1 ltl1LoTdt = pA (iJ + w) ovdxdt.

to to 0

11
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Then, each term in (2.36) is integrated by parts. As an example:

i
tl itlf5idt = [i"Jr]~~ - i'Jrdt.

to to
(2.37)

(2.38)

The virtual displacements Jr are zero at to and h (see (2.6)). Consequently, (2.36) can be
written as

i
h itllLJTdt = -pA (v + w) Jvdxdt.

to to 0

The variation of the strain energy (2.31), using the Elastica kinematics (2.26), can be written
as

j,t l JUdt =
to

j,tl rL (( 1 a (N Z
) a", ) (1 a ( N

2
) M a", ) J ) dto Jo 29 av,x ~ + M av,x Jv,x + 29 av,xx ~ + av,xx v,xx xdt.

(2.39)

After partial integration, neglecting all third order terms and higher, and remembering the
boundary conditions of equations (2.6) and (2.19), (2.39) evolves to

i
tl itllLJUdt = EI v,xxxx 2 dxdt.

to to 0 1 - (v,x)
(2.40)

Next, the variation of the work done by conservative and non-conservative forces is considered.
Due to the inextensionality condition (2.22) the variation of We (2.33) can be written as

After integration by parts, the stock term

[ ]

L

P v,x J
) 1 - (v,x)2 v 0'

(2.41)

(2.42)

vanishes because only kinematically admissible virtual displacements are allowed, Le. v [0] =
0, v [L] = 0 and, therefore, JV [0] = 0, Jv [L] = O. Neglecting third order terms and higher,
(2.41) simplifies to

i
tl ih1L

vJWedt = _p ,xx Jvdxdt.
to to 0 )1 - (v,x)2

It is easy to see that the variation of the work done by non-conservative forces equals

i
tl itl1LJWnedt = -FliD. [x - L12] (Jv + Jw) dxdt.

to to 0

Combination of equations (2.6), (2.38), (2.40), (2.43) and (2.44) gives

ft; foL
(pA (ii + w) +EI 1~(~,:)2 + p y'1~~~,x)2 + FdD. [x - LI2]) Jvdxdt = O.

12

(2.43)

(2.44)

(2.45)



Since Fd = Cd (v + w) and (2.45) must hold for arbitrary OV, it is easy to see that (2.45) can
only be satisfied if and only if

pA(v+w)+EI v,xxxx 2+ P v,xx +cd(v+w)~[x-L/2]=O.
1 - (v,x) VI - (v,x)2

(2.46)

The latter equation is the partial differential equation of motion regarding the Elastica kine
matic model of the beam under consideration.
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Chapter 3

Static stability

In the previous chapter a simplified partial differential nonlinear equation of motion for the
beam is derived:

pA(v+w)+EI v,xxxx 2 +P v,xx +Cd(v+w)ll[x-L/2] =0. (3.1)
1- (v,x) )1 _(v,x)2

In this chapter the static (buckling) behaviour of the beam according to this approximate
model will be studied. First of all, static stability theory (see also Chen (1987)) and its con
nection with critical states such as bifurcations (see Sastry (1999) for an elaborate discussion)
will be discussed. Subsequently, the pde (3.1) will be reduced to an ode by only considering
the static part of the equation. Then, elastic stability based on Koiter's theory will be consid
ered. Pre-buckling behaviour and imperfection sensitivity is handled by linearization of (3.1).
Subsequently, Koiter's theory (see Koiter (1945)) will be applied to the beam model. More
over, the results of this semi-analytic model will be compared with results of the complicated
uniaxial kinematic model of section 2.3.1, with exact results and with FEM results.

3.1 Basic concept of static stability

The concept of static stability is best illustrated by the well-known example of a ball on a
curved surface as shown in figure 3.1. For a ball initially in equilibrium, a slight disturbing
force applied to the ball on a concave surface will displace the ball by a small amount, but the
ball will return to its initial equilibrium position once it is no longer being disturbed. In this
case, the ball is said to be in a stable equilibrium. If the disturbing force is applied to a ball
on a convex surface and then removed, the ball will displace continuously, and never return to
its initial equilibrium position, even if the disturbance was infinitesimal. The ball in this case
is said to be in an unstable equilibrium. If the disturbing force is applied to a ball on a flat
surface, the ball will attain a new equilibrium position to which the disturbance has moved it
and will stay there when the disturbance is removed. This ball is said to be in a neutral equi
librium. Note that the definitions of stable and unstable equilibrium in the preceding apply

o
Figure 3.1: Stable (left), unstable (middle) and neutral (right) equilibrium
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Figure 3.2: Effect of finite disturbance

only to cases in which the disturbing force is very small. For arbitrary disturbances, a ball
may go from one equilibrium position to another; for example, a ball that is stable under a
small disturbance may go to another stable equilibrium under a large disturbance (figure 3.2).

The total potential energy function II can be considered the curved surface. It is now easy
to see that stationary points of II ((HI = 0) are equilibrium points, moreover a minimum value
of the total potential energy function corresponds to a stable equilibrium and a maximum
value to an unstable equilibrium. So to investigate the static stability of equilibrium the
second variation of the total potential energy (o2Il) of the system needs to be evaluated. If
oil = 0, o2n > 0, the system is in a stable equilibrium, and if on = 0, o2n < 0 the system
is in an unstable equilibrium.

3.2 Critical states

In the previous section it is shown how to evaluate the stability of an equilibrium point. As a
special case, a point is at a critical condition in which the second variation o2n passes through
zero. Such points are called critical, qualitative changes in the stability of the structure occur
here. Now consider a structure under increasing load. The resulting load path, Le. equilibria

p
--_....-..

,-
..""

.........
' ........_---

----------
" '.

- Stable
---- Unstable

v

Figure 3.3: Equilibrium paths and critical points: bifurcation point B and limit point L.
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plotted against the load level, is called fundamental path until such a critical point is reached.
Two kinds of critical points can be distinguished (see figure 3.3):

• A limit point at which point the maximum value of load parameter is reached and the
stable fundamental path loses its stability.

• A bifurcation point at the crossing of the fundamental (prebuckling) and secondary
(post-buckling) equilibrium paths.

A bifurcation is the change of qualitative features, such as the number of equilibrium points,
and the change of stability of these equilibrium points with respect to parametric variation in
the model. This phenomenon is also found in the static buckling of beams. Since, intuitively,
it is clear that before buckling an initially perfectly straight beam under axial compression
has one unbuckled state as its equilibrium state. However, when the loading has reached
a critical value, two stable (out of plane) buckled states and one unstable unbuckled state
appear.

3.3 Koiter stability theory

In this section Koiter's theory (see Koiter (1945)) is explained in order to be able to study
buckling paths of structures. This theory is based on the total potential energy of the system

II = U - We'

Because static buckling is considered, the load is applied in such a way that time effects can
be neglected. Therefore, the kinetic energy T and the energy due to non-conservative forces
Wne vanish and

l
t1

S = {T-ll+ Wne}dt
to

reduces to

l
t1

S = {-ll}dt.
to

Consequently, the (static) Elastica equation of motion (3.1) becomes

EI v,xxxx 2 + P v,xx = O.
1- (v,x) )1 - (v,x)2

(3.2)

(3.3)

In a similar manner the static part of the equations of motion of the uniaxial kinematic model
(see Appendix B.1) is derived. (3.3) describes the form of the elastic curve and is known as
the Elastica (see Bazant and Cedolin (1991)). In order to study solutions for (3.3) for varying
load P, a bifurcation analysis will be discussed. Subsequently, a perturbation analysis will be
described to approximate the initial post-buckling path. These analyses are known as Koiter's
stability and initial post-buckling theory and are in accordance with Budiansky (1974).
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3.3.1 Bifurcation analysis

In accordance with the last subsection, the assumption is made that there exists a fundamental
or pre-buckling solution Yo that varies smoothly with P as the load increases from zero. Then,
the variational equation of equilibrium (2.6) requires that

II' [Yo lP]; P] oy = 0 (3.4)

for all admissible oy. Here,' denotes the Frechet operator as defined in Appendix A. Now
suppose that, for some range of P, there is another solution

y = YolP] +Y[P], (3.5)

that coincides with the fundamental one at a critical value of P, say Pe, in the sense that

lim y[P] = O.
P~Pe

(3.6)

Furthermore, it will be assumed that Yo lP] exists (as a solution of (3.4)) for P greater than
Pe so that a true bifurcation, rather than a limit point, is implied by equations (3.5) and
(3.6). The bifurcation buckling mode will be defined as

(3.7)

where IIII represents a suitable norm. A Taylor-series expansion of (3.4) about yo[P], for
sufficiently small P - Pe is

or

II' [Yo; P] Oli + II" [Yo; P] yOli + ~IIIII [lio; P] y2 0lJ + ... = o. (3.9)

The first term vanishes by (3.4). Dividing the remaining by Ilvll, and letting P ----t Pe in
combination with (3.6) gives

(3.10)

as the variational equation governing the buckling mode lil and the critical load Pe. Using
the convenient notations

(3.10) becomes

(3.11)

3.3.2 Initial post-buckling analysis

If no closed-form analytical solutions can be derived to study the post-buckling behaviour,
one must consider approximate analytic means (e.g. perturbation techniques) or numerical
means. Here a perturbation technique is studied to analyse initial post-buckling behaviour of
structures. In order to approximate the initial post-buckling path y in (3.5) for P =I- Pe, each
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term in the Taylor expansion of the variational equation of equilibrium (3.9) will be expanded
about Pe. The following notations are used:

II6n) == II(n) [1Jo[P];P] , II~n) == II~')IP=Pe

I:r6n) == d~ II(n) [1Jo [P]; P], I:r~n) == I:r6n)Ip=Pe.
(3.12)

Then, remembering that the first term of (3.9) vanishes, the approximation (3.9) becomes

{II~+(P-Pe)I:r~+~(P-Pe)2ll~+ ... }yOll+~{II~1+(P-Pe)I:r~1+ .. .}y20ll+~{II~V + ... }y30ll+ ... = O.

(3.13)
Now, the scalar parameter ~ is defined by

~ =< Y, III >, (3.14)

where the bracket symbol represents the bilinear inner product; the only restriction on this
inner product is that < lll' III ># O. The parameter ~ is therefore a measure of the" amount"
of buckling mode contained in the difference 1J[P] - 1Jo[P] between the displacements on the
bifurcated path and the fundamental path, at a given value of P. The displacements and
loading can be written as a perturbation expansion of this parameter:

P Pe + ~Pl +eP2 + .
llo + ~lll + ell2 + ,

(3.15)

(3.16)

where e denotes the square of~. Substituting Y = ll[P] -llo[P] in (3.13) using (3.16), together
with (3.15) and using (3.11), gives

C2{II" +Pll'lI + lII"1 2}5: C3{II" Pll'lI n II'" + Ip2II"1I
'" C 1J2 1 c III :2 c 1Jl ull + '" c ll3 + 1 c 1J2 + T2 cIII :2 1 c III + ...
ll/J/ + 1 P II'III 2 1 IIIV 3} J: 0

c lll 1J2 :2 1 c III + 6" c III ull + ... = .
(3.17)

It follows that the coefficients of ~2 , e, ... must vanish separately, for all admissible variations
in Oll. Set Oll = 1J2' and by (3.11) exploit the fact that

wherein Oll can be chosen as 1J2' Similarly, ll~ll3ll1 = 0, and so

1 II~/llr

-"2 I:r"u2 '
c -1

lIIIVu4 + III//u2u + P [I:r"u u + lI:rl//u2] + !p2ll"u3
6 c -1 c-1-2 1 c-2-1 2 c-1 21 c-1

IT"u2 'c -1

(3.18)

(3.19)

and expressions for the successive coefficients P3 , P4 , ... in (3.15) can also be found in a
straightforward way. A variational principle governing ll2' ll3, ... can now be deduced from
(3.17) by asserting that the coefficients of e, e, ... must vanish for all admissible 01J. In
his work Koiter (1945), recognized three different forms of bifurcation branching that can
typically be described by the post-buckling coefficients P l and P2 as illustrated in figure 3.4.
An illustrative calculation of the initial post-buckling path is discussed in section 3.5.
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Figure 3.4: Koiter's branches: a. stable symmetric bifurcation, b. unstable symmetric bifur
cation, c. asymmetric bifurcation.

3.4 Linearized analysis

During pre-buckling the beam is axially compressed. So, until the beam starts buckling
the axial stiffness EA plays a much more important role than the bending stiffness E1.
Therefore, the transversal displacements v of the perfect beam are zero and linearization
of the static equation (3.3) around the buckling point gives a representative description of
the buckling behaviour at this point. This section deals with the linearized Elastica model.
Using this model the critical buckling force and the buckling modes are derived, which will be
used repeatedly in this thesis to analyze the beam's static and dynamic buckling behaviour.
Subsequently, the influence of imperfections on the buckling path of the linearized Elastica
model is shown.

3.4.1 The linearized static behaviour

Linearization of
E1 v,xxxx + P v,xx - 0

1- (v,x)2 )1- (v,x)2 -

with respect to v,x is achieved by using the following Taylor series approximations

(3.20)

1
l-x2

1
~1-x2

= 1 + x 2 + x4 + ...
= 1 + ~x2 + i4x4 + ... , (3.21)

until the first order. This gives the ordinary differential equation

E1v,xxxx + Pv,xx = O.

Integrating (3.22) twice, results in

Elv,xx + Pv + CIX + C2 = O.

From the internal moment
M = ElK,
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in combination with the generalized bending strain

v,xx
K=- ,

..)1- (v,x)2

and (3.21), it follows that for this linear case

111 = -E1v,xx' (3.24)

Therefore, due to the boundary conditions v [OJ = 0, v [LJ = 0, M [0] = a and M [LJ = 0,
(3.23) evolves to the linearized static equilibrium equation:

E1v,xx + Pv = 0, (3.25)

which describes the equilibrium of moments, where the second term is the applied external
moment. The general solution of this differential equation is given by

(3.26)

with al and a2 constants of integration. Substituting the boundary conditions v [OJ = a and
v [LJ = 0 into (3.26), one obtains a2 = a and

Clearly, there exist two situations:

• A trivial solution al = 0, resulting in no lateral deflection of the beam.

• An out-of-plane situation sin ( ['i;L) = O.

The buckling force follows from the out-of-plane situation as

i 2 7r2E1
P = PCi = L2' i = 1,2,3, ... ,

with corresponding deflection shapes

(3.27)

(3.28)

• ~7rX

VCi [x] = al sm y. (3.29)

The lowest force (i = 1) at which the beam buckles is known as the Euler critical buckling
force (after the Swiss mathematician Leonhard Euler, 1707-1783);

7r 2 E1
P = pC! = Pe = ---y;z-' (3.30)

The corresponding shape of the beam is one half of a sine wave between x = a and x = L:
7rX

VCl [xJ = al sin y' (3.31)

Furthermore, it must be noticed that the non trivial out-of-plane solution holds for arbitrary
aI, leading to unbounded values for the amplitude of vCl [xJ. The solutions (i > 2) result
in higher forces PCi and as a result of this will the corresponding shapes Vc; not be achieved
(since Pe already causes buckling), unless lateral constraint forces are present which force the
beam into one of these shapes. The foregoing is shown in figure 3.5 and is summarized by:
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1. For 0 < P< Pe , the condition sin ( j"l;L) = 0 cannot be satisfied. Hence al = 0 and

the beam is a straight member in simple compression.

2. At P = Pe , the beam can take up a deflected shape in the form of a half sine wave of
arbitrary (small) amplitude.

3. For P > Pe , the beam buckles in V q , unless it is laterally constrained in such a way
that it is forced to adapt a sinusoidal shape of shorter wavelength.

Note that the critical force is derived from a linearized model which is only valid for in
finitely small deflections. Consequently, no conclusions can be drawn about the post-buckling
behaviour of the beam with this model and higher-order models should be considered.

0.8

I 0.6

c..1~

0.4

0.2

-8.5

Figure 3.5:

o
v[12j [-]

Buckling path of the linear model.

0.5

3.4.2 Imperfection sensitivity

Until now, it is assumed that beams are initially straight and that the force P is applied
exactly at the center of the beam axis. In reality, however, this is never true due to imper
fections or misalignments. Imperfections in structures exist because the fabrication process
is always subjected to small variations. Furthermore, it is impossible to find a material that
is homogenous. Misalignments are caused by the fact that it is not possible to allign the
boundary conditions exactly at the centerline of the beam, there always exists a small error.
In order to illustrate the consequence of initially small imperfections, a stressless beam is
considered with an initial deflection Vo [x], as shown in figure 3.6. The deformation v [x] is de
fined as the deflection from the initial geometry. The initial deflection influences the external
moment. As a consequence (3.25) results in

Elv,xx + Pv = -Pvo.
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Figure 3.6: Imperfect beam.

For the sake of simplicity the initial curvature va is assumed to be a sine-function with
maximum amplitude Ja:

7fX
Va [x] = Va sin L' (3.33)

The solution of (3.32) is given by

(3.34)

This shows that for this simplified theory, v becomes unbounded when F -t Fe. If the values
of FIFe are plotted against v[LI2] for given initial curvatures (see figure 3.7) the deflection
curves approach the mathematical solution for an ideally straight beam (figure 3.5) if the
initial deflection is decreased. In other words, the mathematical model for a perfect beam
gives the asymptotes for the various deflection curves for the more realistic initially deflected
beams. It can be shown that similar results follow if one considers an eccentrically loaded
beam, i.e. a beam where the load is applied not exactly at the centerline (see Parnes (2001)).

- vaiL = 0.0
-- JaiL = 2.5 . 10-3

,•• vaiL = 5.0.10-3

- vaiL = 7.5 . 10-3

•• v L = 1.0 . 10-2

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6
I

0.5
0..10:

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0
0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2

v [Ij2j [_]

Figure 3.7: Load deflection curves for initially deflected beams.
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3.5 Non-linear analysis

The previous section handled with the linearized Elastica equation. In this section, the buck
ling theor)' of section 3.3 is applied to the energy expressions of the Elastica kinematic model
of section 2.3.2 in order to derive the (initial) post-buckling path of the nonlinear Elastica
equation. Subsequently, the buckling paths of the complicated uniaxial kinematic model of
section 2.3.1 and the simplified Elastica kinematic model of section 2.3.2 are compared for
one set of parameters.

3.5.1 The initial post-buckling path

The static part of the equation of motion using Elastica kinematics may be written in a more
convenient form. This is done by using

to rewrite

to the form

f o
o

v, xx

f 0
')' 0
K = -B,x,

where (} is the local rotation of the beam. Considering static equilibrium of (3.3),

(3.35)

evolves to

i
tl

(oT - oIl + oWnc ) dt = 0,
to

ou [t] = 0, t E [to, tl]

o1:1

(-II) dt = 01£ (-~EI (B,x)2 - P (cos (} - 1)) dx = 0. (3.36)

Successive Ftechet differentiation (see Appendix A) of (3.36) with respect to [B, B,x] gives

II'BI

II"BI (}2

IIIIIB I (}2 B3

II IV BI (}2(}3(}4

Jo£ {-EIB,x(}l,x + P(}l sin B}dx
J;{ -EIBI ,x(}2,x + P{h(}2 cos (}}dx

= Jo£{- P(}l (}2(}3 sin B}dx
Jo£ {-P(}I(}2 B3(}4 cos B}dx

(3.37)

The summary of subsection 3.4.1 shows that the beam is in equilibrium if it is in simple
compression. Therefore, it is easy to see that li = [e, e,x] = [0,0] is a solution of the static
equilibrium equation (3.4) and that the fundamental solution of the Elastica equals lio = [0,0].
The bifurcation equation (3.11) becomes

(3.38)
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which implies the eigenvalue problem:

Elel,xx - Peel = 0,

with natural boundary conditions in accordance with (2.19):

(3.39)

(3.40)

Solving the eigenvalue problem gives the critical load in accordance with the previous (sub

section 3.4.1) derived Euler critical load: Pc = Ell, and corresponding eigenmode:

(3.41 )

(3.42)

which holds for arbitrary al. Since II~/1Jr = IIII/1Jr [0] = 0, the post-buckling coefficient Pl
given by (3.18) vanishes, which clearly implies a symmetric bifurcation. Because II~/1Ji1J2 [0] =
II///1J~ [0] = 0 and P l = 0 the post-buckling coefficient P2 is independent of e2. Therefore,
calculation of 82 is unnecessary and P2 is calculated from (3.19):

_ i Jo
L

{Pe8i}dx _ 1P 2

P2 - - JoL {-8n dx -"8 cal'

Now, the perturbation expansions of (3.15) and (3.16) can be written as

p = Pc (1 + ieaD + ...
8 = al~COS (7) + ...

Combination of the two last equations results in

(3.43)

(3.44)
P 1 e[xJ2

- >=::: 1+- .
Pe 8 cos2 (7)

Therefore, moderately large rotations are produced by small excursions beyond the critical
load. Consequently, only small loads are needed to buckle the beam's center to fairly large
transversal displacements. The previous analysis is also performed on the uniaxial kinematic
model of section 2.3.1, the m-file used is found in Appendix B.2.

3.5.2 Numerical results

The initial post-buckling paths of the two kinematic models as derived in section 2.3 are
constructed by combination of the perturbation expansions (3.15) and (3.16). As an example,
a square cross-sectioned steal beam is considered using the parameters of table 3.1. The
resulting dimensionless axial forces of the uniaxial kinematic model are plotted in figure 3.8 as
a function of the dimensionless axial displacement, the dimensionless transversal displacement
and the dimensionless rotation of the end of the beam. It is clear that at first, as the load
increases the beam is axially compressed and no transversal deflection or rotation is present.
Then, at the critical load Pc, stability of the fundamental path is transferred to the buckling
path (the unstable fundamental path is shown by the dotted line). As the load exceeds the
critical load Pe , the axial displacement increases rapidly and the transversal displacement
and the rotation also start to increase. The initial post-buckling path shows a positive slope.
Koiter (1945) found in his work that such a post-buckling path is stable (see figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.8: Buckling paths of the uniaxial kinematic model.
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Property Value Unit

p 7850 [kg/mJ
]

E 2.1.1011 [N/m2
]

lJ 01, 0.32 [-]
L 1 [m]
A 4.10-4 [m2]

I 1.3. 10-8 [m4
]

Table 3.1: Material properties of the steal beam

The behaviour of the uniaxial kinematic model is compared with the behaviour of the
Elastica kinematic model by calculation of the absolute relative load error:

_II PElastica - PUniaxial II
erel - R '

Uniaxial
(3.45)

where PElastica and PUniaxial are the loads of the Elastica and uniaxial kinematic model at
corresponding displacements or rotation. The relative load error at corresponding displace
merit or rotation are for simplicity called relative displacement or rotation error. Figure 3.9
shows the relative rotation error, and the "exaggerated" rotation/load curve, in which the
difference between the rotation/load curve of the Elastica and uniaxial kinematic model is
exaggerated. The" exaggerated" curve shows that at similar loads, larger rotations exist for

1Analytic models
2FEM models

"Exaggerated" rotation/load curve

10.8

- Elastica
- - Uniaxial

0.4 0.6
B[O]uniaxial [rad]

0.2
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11
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10-7<>l
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0

Figure 3.9: Relative load error of Elastica with respect to uniaxial buckling path at corre
sponding rotation B.
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the uniaxial kinematic model than for the Elastica kinematic model. This means that the
Elastica model has a larger stiffness than the uniaxial model. The larger stiffness of the Elas
tica kinematic model is probably due to the incompressibility and no-shear constraints, as
applied to derive this model. Although the relative error increases rapidly for larger values of
B[0], the resulting error stays very small, i.e. for large values of B[0] the relative error seems
to approach an asymptote at about erel = 0.03 [%].
Therefore, the conclusion can be drawn that the initial post-buckling results are comparable,
qualitatively as well as quantitatively. Consequently, the more convenient Elastica kinemat
ics can be used for initial post-buckling computations instead of the complicated uniaxial'
kinematics.

3.6 Validation

The buckling paths of two kinematic models have been constructed in the previous section
and shown to be comparable, qualitatively as well as quantitatively. Until now, however,
there has been no proof that these buckling paths based on perturbation analysis represent
the actual behaviour of the kinematic models. In this section it is shown that the buckling
paths are consistent with the kinematic models. Moreover, the buckling paths are compared
with FEM results.

3.6.1 Elliptic integrals

The consistency of the semi-analytical perturbation analysis with the Elastica kinematic
model is given in this subsection by exact calculation of the angle B[0] at the beam end
by means of elliptic integrals as described by Bazant and Cedolin (1991). Equilibrium is
established by the Elastica model if (3.4) is satisfied:

EJ(),x88,x - P sin Bf!B = O.

By partial integration this evolves to

EIe,xx + PsinB = 0,

multiplying by dB/dx, (3.47) becomes

.!£ [EI (dB) 2 _ P cos B] = O.
dx 2 dx

This expression is immediately integrable:

EI (de)2- - = pcose + Cl.
2 dx

(3.46)

(3.47)

(3.48)

(3.49)

At the ends of the beams eis unknown, B,x [0, L] however is zero because M [0] = 0, M [L] = O.
If eo is the unknown slope at the beam ends, the vanishing of the moment there is satisfied
by taking Cl such that

EI (dB)22 dx = P cos B- P cos eo,
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or
dO
dx ~vcos e- cos eo

Ifif JSin2 ~ - sin2 !.
Then a new variable ¢ is introduced, defined by

(3.51)

. e . eo . A, '"sm"2 = sm 2 sm,/-, = qSll1'/-'. (3.52)

Substitution finds
d¢ (4P d¢
dx = VEi (qcos¢) de

and from the transformation (3.52) it shows that

(3.53)

de 2q cos¢

d¢ jl - q2 sin2 ¢
(3.54)

Implicit integration of the combination of the last two equations

d¢ = {PJ1 _ q2 sin2 ¢
dx VEi (3.55)

yields

{P rL /PLZ j7r/2 d¢
VEi Jo dx = EI = -7r/2 Jl- q2 sin2 ¢'

(3.56)

1.151,========='=======::;--,-----..,--------,----

10.80.4 0.6

eo [rad]
0.2

- Exact
- - Perturbation

1.1

1.05

Figure 3.10: Slope of the beam [x=O] by the exact and perturbation analysis.
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(3.58)

1

or

~
217r/2 d<f;

- - - (3.57)
Pe - 1r 0 VI - q2 sin2 1;

This integral is an elliptic integral of the first kind, and its values are tabulated by Abramowitz
and Stegun (1965). Application of these tables results in figure 3.10, where the slope of the
beam at x = 0 of the elliptic integral is compared with the perturbation values of the Elastica
kinematic model. The absolute relative error of the perturbation analysis with respect to the
analytic results' of the elliptic integrals,

_II PPerturbation - PAnalytic II
erel - ,

PAnalytic

as shown in figure 3.11, is about 1% at eo = 0.42 [rad] = 24[°]' this angle corresponds
to a maximum transversal deflection of about v[L/2] = 0.14 [m]. As a consequence the
perturbation analysis, that calculates the slope of the entire beam instead of only the slope
at the ends, is valid for deflections of order 10-1L.

10-8'----------'------------'---------'-------'--------'

o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
eo [rad]

Figure 3.11: Relative error of Elastica with respect to analytical results.

3.6.2 FEM analysis

In the foregoing a semi-analytical post-buckling analysis based on perturbation analysis was
performed. Comparison with an analytical solution by elliptic integrals showed that this
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method is liable for small deflections. Here, the analytic buckling modes and paths are
compared with FEM-analyses performed in MARC/Mentat 2003. The FEM analyses are
performed on two different models of the beam consisting of different element types denoted
by FEM26 and FEM52.

FEM models

L i ! ! !

4 x 14 8 x 24 4 x 14

Figure 3.12: Initial beam FEM26.

The model FEM26, as shown in figure 3.12, is modeled by 304 eight-node (quadratic),
isoparametric, arbitrary quadrilateral elements written for plane stress (MARC element # 26).
This means, that it is assumed in the model that the stress in local z-direction is zero.
The left and right part of the model consist of 56 elements (4 x 14) and the middle of 192
elements (8 x 24), since in the middle the curvature of the buckled beam is the largest.
Each element's aspect ratio is 4:1 (length:height) and each node of each element contains
two degrees of freedom, the horizontal and vertical displacement. FEM52 consists of fifty,
two-node linear elastic Euler-Bernoulli beam elements (MARC element # 52). Each node
contains six degrees of freedom: displacement in x-, y- and z-direction and rotation about
these directions. Therefore, this model can be seen as a three dimensional finite element
representation of the Elastica kinematic model. However, the model is constrained to move
only in the (x, y)-plane. Linear interpolation is used in axial direction of the beam and cubic
interpolation in the direction transversal to the beam axis. A representation of the beam as
modeled in MARC in initial position is shown in figure 3.13. During all analyses for both
models the large displacement and follower force option are switched on and off, respectively.

L 088800000S088888E08808088808S08000SS008S8SS8880S888

Figure 3.13: Initial beam FEM52.

Buckling analysis

The buckling loads and modes are obtained by solving the following eigenvalue analysis in
MARC/Mentat using the Lanczos method (see MBC Marc (2003)):

[K + Ab..Kc (P)] u = 0, (3.59)

where K is the stiffness matrix of the structure at P = 0, K c is the incremental or geometrical
stiffness matrix dependent on P, A are the eigenvalues representing the buckling loads and u
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a. b.

Figure 3.14: First buckling mode of model 1 (a.) and model 2 (b.)

are the corresponding eigenvectors representing the buckling modes. In figure 3.14, the first
mode shape of both models is shown (see Appendix C for more mode shapes). It is clear
that the mode shapes of both models are consistent with the linearized analytical results of
(3.29). Furthermore, table 3.2 shows the theoretical buckling loads according to (3.28), the
eigenvalue analysis results, and between brackets eTel:

ere! = 100 II PPEM - PTheOTY II [%].
PTheory

(3.60)

The FEM52 results show that the buckling loads are in agreement with the linearized ana
lytical results. The difference between the FEM26 results and analytical theory only exceeds
one percent for the third and fourth buckling mode of FEM26. From this, it holds that
the buckling loads are comparable and therefore the Elastica is a realistic model to estimate
buckling loads and their corresponding modes.

Mode Theory FEM26 (%) FEM52 (%)
1 2.763.104 2.757 . 104 (0.23) 2.764.104 (0.02)
2 1.105. 105 1.099 . 105 (0.58) 1.107· 105 (0.15)
3 2.487.105 2.459.105 (1.1) 2.495 . 105 (0.32)
4 4.423.105 4.327.105 (2.1) 4.445 . 105 (0.53)

Table 3.2: Buckling loads

Post-buckling path

The buckling paths of the models are calculated by a static analysis in MARC /Mentat. In
order to enforce that the initially perfect beam will buckle, a negligible small transversal
edge load of 10 [N] is applied, which can be seen as an initial small imperfection. This
initially results in a transversal displacement of 0(10-6

). Therefore, in accordance with
section 3.4.2, the deflection curve that follows from the FEM analyses approaches the curve
of an initially perfect beam. The load-deflection curve path is calculated using the arc-length
method with a maximum axial force of P = 1.25Pe . The resulting slope of the beam at x = 0
of FEM52 is read as output data as the rotation of the left pinned end. However, for FEM26
the rotation is not readily available, and the slope is calculated by approximately using the
vertical displacement of the first node next to the left pinned center end of the beam. This
induces a small error with respect to FEM52. The results, scaled by the first load of table
3.2, such that the dimensionless critical loads always equal one are shown in figure 3.15. In
this manner only the slopes of the post-buckling paths are compared. In figure 3.16, the
relative error between the FEM results on the one hand and the exact analytical results of
subsection 3.6.i are shown. Near 8 = 0 the error varies much, because of the fact that the
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FEM results are obtained by an initially imperfect beam and the analytical results consider
a perfect beam. Just before 80 = 1.3 the error of FEM52 becomes zero, which is due to the
fact that the paths cross there. It is clear that the error of both FEM results does not exceed
0.2 % for the entire range. As a consequence of the small error between the FEM-results and
the elliptic integrals, and the small error between the elliptic integrals and the perturbation
method, it can be concluded that the Elastica kinematic model in combination with the used
perturbation analysis is an appropriate alternative for FEM in static (initial post-) buckling
analyses. Furthermore, FEM52 is a suitable alternative for FEM26 in static (initial post-)
buckling analyses. Therefore, the assumptions of no shear and inextensionality are valid.

~1.l5

I

Q,I~
1.1

1.05

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
80 [rad]

1.2 1.3

Figure 3.15: Stable post-buckling paths of analytic and FEM-models.

Figure 3.16: Relative error of analytic with respect to FEM-models.
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(4.2)

Chapter 4

Dynamic stability

In chapter 3 the static behaviour of the beam under axial loading was discussed. It has
been shown that the beam will buckle in a (stable) sine formed shape if the lowest critical
force is exceeded. In reality, however, most loads are not applied in such a slow manner and
such that time effects may be neglected. Consequently, many system responses are essentially
time dependent and should be examined dynamically. Therefore, in this chapter, the dynamic
behaviour of the buckled beam will be considered. The pde

pA (v + iii) + £1 v,xxxx 2 + P v,xx + Cd (v + w).0.. [x - L/2] = 0, (4.1)
1 - (v,x) VI - (v,x)2

as found in chapter 2, will be approximated by different systems of odes, using Galerkin
discretization. Furthermore, periodic solutions of these odes will be found and their behaviour
will be investigated and explained. Also, the influence of several parameters will be examined.
Moreover, modal and transient analysis results of the discretization approach will be compared
with FEM results.

4.1 A discretization approach

4.1.1 Galerkin discretization

Galerkin discretization or the Galerkin variational method is often used in buckling problems
to approximate a (nonlinear) partial differential equation (pde) by a set of ordinary differential
equations (ode).
In the Galerkin method one first assumes the displacement field to be of the form:

N

v [x, t] = L Xn [x] Yn [t] ,
n=l

where Xn [x] are structure shapes satisfying the boundary conditions of the problem consid
ered, Yn [t] are generalized coordinates and N is the number of retained shapes. In general,
the vibrational mode shapes are considered as basic function X [x]. However, for the buckled
beam, there is no closed form analytical solution of these mode shapes (see subsection 4.5.1)
available. Therefore, here the linear buckling mode shapes

. i7rX
V Ci [x] = smT'
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which in this special case correspond with the linear vibration mode shapes of the unbuckled
beam, are utilized. After substitution of (4.2) into the equilibrium equation (4.1), a residu
is obtained, which is, generally speaking, not equal to identically zero. This residu is called
the error function F. The main stage of the Galerkin method consists in orthogonalizing the
error function F with respect to all the basic functions of (4.2). In order to do this, the error
function is multiplied by all the functions Xm [x] in turn, and the integrals of these products
are equated to zero. This results in a system of N ordinary differential equations.

4.1.2 Application to the beam

The equilibrium equation (4.1) is a nonlinear pde, which depends on time t and position x. A
more convenient form for Galerkin discretization of (4.1) is found by implementing the Taylor
series approximations

I
1-(v.x)2

1

= 1+(v,x)2+(v,x)4+ ...

1 + ~ (v,x)2 + i4 (V,x)4 + ... , (4.4)

which results in the equilibrium equation,

pA (ii + W)+Cd (v + til) b. [x - L/2]+Elv,xxxx (1 + (v,x)2 + .. .)+Pv,xx (1 + ~ (v,x)2 + ...) = O.
(4.5)

Next, this pde is approximated by a set of coupled odes in time using Galerkin discretization.
In this thesis, three cases are considered and compared. Case I considers only the first
buckling mode and case I I also takes the second mode into account. In section 4.4 it will be
shown that the influence of the second buckling mode is limited. Therefore, case I I I neglects
the second buckling mode and considers the first and third buckling mode. First the ode of
case I is derived, subsequently the odes of case I I and I I I are given.

Case I

Considering only the first buckling mode, Xl = sin (71";) and (4.2) becomes

v [x, t] = Yl [t] sin (~).

Substitution in (4.5) yields

F A ( .. . 71"X .. ) ( . . ) EI71"4 . (71"X) (1 271"2 2 71"X)= P YI sm L + W + Cd YI + W + L4Yl sm L + YI y;r cos L - ...

P~Yl sin (7) (1 + ~~Yrcos2 7) .

(4.6)

(4.7)

Integration of the product of F and the basic function X results in the following ode for case
I:

(4.8)

where the coefficients are defined as in table 4.1. Recalling that w has been chosen to be
HI sin wt, this can be written as

(4.9)
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This equation is known as a forced damped Duffing equation (see Stewart et al. (1995)) and
may be v.rritten in a more general form

Mil + Bk' +K~ + fnI (i) = fex (t), (4.10)

where M is the mass matrix, B the damping matrix, K the linear stiffness matrix, fnl the
nonlinear stiffness contribution, fex the external forces column, and ~ = [Yl] a column of
generalized coordinates.

= ~PAL

2cdL/'rr
!7r2 (P - Pe )!L
ft7r4 (2Pe - P) / L 3

27r2 (4Pe - P) / L
7r4 (8Pe - P) / L3
~7r4 (50Pe - P) / L3
~7r2 (9Pe - P) / L
i7r4 (18Pe - P) / L 3

2pALW/7r
2CdLW/7r

Table 4.1: Coefficients of discrete equilibrium equations.

Case II and III

Taking two modes into account inherits the introduction of extra generalized coordinates Y2
for case II and Y3 for case III. So, it is clear that (4.2) becomes

( 7rX) (i7rX)V [x, t] = Yl [t] sin L + Yi it] sin L ' (4.11)

where i = 2 for case II and i = 3 for case I II. Orthogonalization of the resulting error
function F with respect to both basic functions results in two ordinary differential equilibrium
equations, that may be v.rritten in the form of (4.10) using the following expressions:
Case II:

~ = [ ~~ ], M = [~ ~], B = [~ ~], K = [-~l ~3]'

[
K2Yf + 8K2YIY~] £ _ [ B 1w2 sin (wt) - B 2w cos (wt) ]

fnl = K4Y~ + !K4yrY2 ' ex - 0 .

Case III:

(4.12)

],
(4.13)

with coefficients as in table 4.1. The main differences between both models are obvious. The
set of odes for case I are only coupled by the nonlinear stiffness contribution fnl and only
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the first ode is driven. For case I I the odes are coupled by both the viscous damping terms
B~ and fnl , and both odes are driven. Note that case II reduces to case I, in contrary with
case I I I, if the extra generalized coordinate Yi vanishes.

4.2 Static equilibrium

The static equilibrium points of (4.9) are easily obtained by setting fex and the time deriva
tives of l equal to zero:

y =-e {

0 ,

±f&
VK2 '

(4.14)

Using Lyapunov's indirect method (see Sastry (1999)), it follows that indeed for loads lower
than Fe the unbuckled state is stable and for loads higher than this value the two buckled
states are stable. With use of the parameter values of table 3.1, the positive post-buckling
paths of case I and FEM52 are shown in figure 4.1. It is clear that the negative post-buckling
paths can be found by flipping the positive one around v = O. Figure 4.1 illustrates that the
initial positive post-buckling paths of case I and FEM52, and therefore also their negative
counterparts, are comparable. At v[L/2]/L = 0.2 [-] the error of case I with respect to
the FEM52 results is about 1 [%]. For displacements larger than this value the error grows
rapidly. Calculation of the equilibrium points of case I I and I I I results in nine solutions for
each case.
For case I I it is easy to see that the solutions of case I are valid if Y2 = O. The six remaining

Case I,II
Case III
FEM52

1.05

1.25,-----,-------r----,------,--------,

1.15

1.2

1.1

0.1 0.2 0.3
v[Lj2] [_]

0.4 0.5

Figure 4.1: Discrete versus FEM52 buckling path.
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solutions are:

[Y1e ]

[±hJ
y =

[
J 1 8 K2K3

]
-e Y2e

--KIK2-- :.:.L.::± 3 3 K4
K2±l ..j12KgK3K4+6KIK2K~

6 K2K4

(4.15)

The latter equilibrium points correspond with higher buckling modes and only exist for P >>
Pe and are therefore not further addressed. This means that the equilibrium points equal the
case I equilibrium points. Therefore, the initial post-buckling path of case II resembles the
path of case I.
The only equilibrium point that case I and I I I have in common is the fundamental equilibrium
point y = [Q]. The remaining solutions are not given here explicitly because the symbolic
expression is too complicated. However, the solutions valid in the direct neighbourhood of
P = Pe of case I II are also depicted in figure 4.1. It shows that the path of case III is
comparable with the path of case I until v[LI2]1L = 0.2 [-]. Thereafter the influence of
the third buckling mode shape changes the buckling path significantly. Remarkably the error
with respect to the FEM52 results increases.

4.3 Periodic solutions

In general periodically excited nonlinear differential equations cannot be solved in an ana
lytical way and thus have to be solved using numerical methods. Numerical integration of
initial value problems may lead to periodic, quasi-periodic and chaotic solutions. However,
disadvantages of this method may be excessive computer times (to let the transient damp
out) and that branches of unstable solutions cannot be determined. In the following two
point boundary value problems are solved to find periodic solutions using the finite difference
method. Subsequently, arc-length continuation is performed which is an appropriate method
to investigate the behaviour of a periodic solution during the change of a parameter. Local
stability of periodic solutions is examined using Floquet theory (see Parker and Chua (1989)).
These tools for finding and evaluation of periodic solutions are described in Appendix D (For
a similar detailed description with respect to autonomous systems see Leine and Van de Wouw
(2001), or with respect to second order systems see Fey (1992)).

Periodic responses with period time Tr that equal the period of excitation 271" are called. w
harmonic solutions. Furthermore it is possible, in contradiction with linear systems, that the
response period is a multiple n of the excitation period. In this case the frequency of the
response jr equals ~ 2~ = ~ j, n = 2,3,4, .... These solutions are called subharmonic solu
tions of period lin, and are easiest recognized by use of a Poincare section. In this thesis, a
Poincare section is generated by stroboscopically sampling the values of (x,:i:) with the period
Tp • Thus, if a subharmonic solution exists, more than one dot will appear on the Poincare
section. Besides the excitation frequency also frequencies that are a multiple of the excitation
frequency in general will be present. If such a frequency is dominant in the response it may
cause resonance, which is called superharmonic resonance.
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Property Value Unit
J 1.57 [kg]
C 8.34 [kg mjs]
K1 1.36 . 103 [Njm]
K2 1.67 . 105 [Njm3 ]

K3 1.63 . 106 [Njm3
]

K4 1.88 . 107 [Njm]
K5 2.47.107 [Njm3 ]

K6 9.81· 106 [Njm]
K7 5.15 . 107 [Njm3 ]

B1 4.00.10-2 [kg m]
B2 1.67. 10-1 [kgm 2 js]

Table 4.2: Parameter values used in simulations.

If one or more Floquet multipliers cross the boundary of the unit circle at +1, it is likely
that the number of steady-state solutions in the Poincare mapping changes: for example
through a cyclic fold (or saddle-node), symmetry breaking or pitchfork bifurcation. If one or
more Floquet multipliers cross the boundary of the unit circle at -1 a period doubling (or flip)
bifurcation occurs and subharmonic solutions are created. If a pair of complex conjugated
Floquet multipliers cross the boundary of the unit disk at complex locations an invariant
torus (or quasi-periodic solution) is created. This is called a Neimark-Sacker bifurcation.

4.4 Numerical simulations

This section first deals with the vibrational eigenmodes of all cases, subsequently branches
of periodic solutions are discussed. During simulations the material properties of table 3.1,
a damping ratio of 5% with respect to the first linearized eigenfrequency, an axial force of
P = 1.01Pe [N] and a transversal amplitude of W = 0.02 [m] are used, unless stated otherwise.
These values lead to the parameter values of table 4.2.

4.4.1 Vibrational eigenvalue analysis

Linearization of (D.2) around the stable positive static equilibrium point for P = 1.01Pe

results in

I Case I

X=AX- -,

I Case II I Case III

(4.16)

h [Hz] 6.62 - 6.84 191 6.52 406

Y1 [%] 100 - 93 0 100 2
Y2 [%] - - 7 100 - -
Y3 [%] - - - - 0 98

Table 4.3: Damped eigenfrequencies and participation of generalized coordinates for P =
1.01Pe·
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where A is the Jacobian matrix as defined by (D.15). The linear vibrational eigenmodes are
then found by solving the linear damped eigenvalue problem:

(AI - A) U, (4.17)

where A is a diagonal matrix of complex conjugated eigenvalues (in case the structure is
undercritically damped) and U contains the corresponding eigenvectors. It is clear, that the
eigenvectors of all three cases consist of a combination of the chosen generalized coordinates.
The damped eigenfrequencies of the system are given by the imaginary parts of A. Table 4.3
displays the eigenfrequencies fd i = 21.,Jm (Ai), i = 1,2 of the three cases and the percentages
of participation of the generalized coordinates in the eigenvectors. Every eigenfrequency is
dominated by one generalized coordinate. However, the existence of an extra generalized
coordinate influences the first eigenfrequency.

4.4.2 Steady-state behaviour

Case I

The steady-state response for case I is shown in figure 4.2. The amplitude of the steady-state
solutions is defined by

Ylmax - Ylmin

L
(4.18)

Stable
Unstable

0.26,---------------,

0.24L-~_~_~_~ ---..J

65.2 5.4 5.6 5.85

0.25

Zoom of D E

0.255 .... .. ..

0.245

.....- ...
, ...... 2'\1/2

A .... :'

B

10-3'---~~~~~-'--'--'--~~~~~'-'--'---~~~~~--"-'

10° 10' 102 103

f [Hz]

Figure 4.2: Amplitude-frequency plot for case I.
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where Yl max and Ylmin are the maximum and minimum transversal deflection of v[L/2] in
figure 2.3. There exist solutions for vper / L > 1, but they have no physical meaning. There
fore, the range of the periodic solution's amplitude is set to vper / L E [0,1]. In all upcoming
phase diagrams the two stable static equilibrium points of (4.14) are denoted by *'s, and the
unstable equilibrium points by an o. The Poincare mapping is shown by black diamonds.
Solutions are found by which the beam keeps buckling from positive to negative transver
sal displacements. This phenomenon is called snap-through motion (see Emam and Nayfeh
(2004)) and the area in the amplitude-frequency plots where snap-through exists is indicated
by shading.

Figure 4.2 shows a harmonic resonance at about 6.6 [Hz]. This resonance corresponds
with the first vibrational eigenfrequency of the system, see table 4.3. Note that the harmonic
solutions are unstable near the resonance peak. Because the resonance peak bends to the
left, there exist multiple periodic solutions. Furthermore, a second super-harmonic resonant
peak is present at about 3.3 [Hz]. The phase diagram and its corresponding FFT-signal of
the periodic solution at 3.3 [Hz] are shown in figure 4.3.
The absolute value of the FFT-transform shows three large peaks. The first peak is present
at f = 0 [Hz]. This means that the mean of the solutions is not zero. The signal has a bias
as shown by the phase diagram. This bias, ¥ = 0.09 [-], corresponds approximately with
the positive static equilibrium point of the system. Furthermore, from figure 4.3 it is clear
that the major content of the signal consists of the first eigenfrequency f = 6.6 [Hz] and the
excitation frequency of 3.3 [Hz]. Consequently, this resonance is the second superharmonic
of the harmonic resonance at 6.6 [Hz].

Next, the behaviour of (4.9) in the amplitude-frequency plot will be discussed by fol
lowing the periodic solutions branch in figure 4.2. At low frequencies the response of the
periodic solutions is very small; a harmonic solution exists that vibrates around the positive
static equilibrium point. Such a harmonic solution is also present around the negative static
equilibrium point and is found if the negative equilibrium point is chosen as initial beam
configuration as shown by the phase plane plot of 4.4 a. Since the positive solution results in

the negative solution if it is flipped over the (¥ = ¥- )-line, skew-symmetry is present in the

system, which is due to fnl (-1IJ = -fnl (It.).

0.3

0.2

;:;-' 0.1

I
~ 0

·sJ-" -0.1

-0.2

10' ,---------------,

f [Hz]
b.a.

-0.3

-0.4 L-70.:::07::-,-0:-'.078 --,-,0.08:'"='5::-:0~.D9::-:0~.09::-:5----:c0~.1-""-O.~,07, -::-'0.11 10~0L-----''--~---'----:''L------'1,
~ [-J

Figure 4.3: Phase diagram (a.) and FFT (b.) of signal at f = 3.3 [Hz].
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Figure 4.4: Periodic solutions in the phase plane and their Poincare mapping.
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Figure 4.5: Transient behaviour near intermittency transition.

Next, at approximately 4.598 [Hz], indicated by point A, the first bifurcation point is
reached. At this bifurcation point one of the Floquet multipliers leaves the unit circle at
+1. The two stable harmonic solutions vanish and merge to a chaotic snap-through motion,
which suggests an intermittency transition to chaos by cyclic fold catastrophe. According
to Thompson and Stewart (1986) this means that the periodic solutions are destroyed by a
catastrophic local cyclic fold bifurcation. The local catastrophe by itself does not guarantee a
transition to chaos; but if the global structure of phase space is such that transients settling to
the periodic solution were chaotic, then a chaotic attractor can be expected after the periodic
solution vanishes. Figure 4.5 a shows that at 4.59 [Hz] a small difference in initial condition
results in completely different transient behaviour until the steady-state solution is reached.
This indicates that indeed the transients settling to the periodic solution are of a chaotic
nature. Figure 4.5 b shows that at 4.6 [Hz] also a small difference in initial condition results
in completely different behaviour. However, here the behaviour stays chaotic. The phase
plots of the foregoing transition are illustrated in figures 4.4 band c. The skew-symmetric
variant of the chaotic motion is also present in the system, but is not shown here.

Just before point D the chaotic solution is more and more attracted by the 1/3 subhar
monic resonance (figure 4.4 d) which, by the entrance of the unstable Floquet multiplier of the
unit circle at +1, becomes stable at point D (figure 4.4 e). It can be seen that this resonance

is skew-symmetric about the (~ = ¥-)-line. At bifurcation point E (5.28 [Hz]) one of the

Floquet multipliers leaves the unit circle at +1 and the sub-harmonic resonance changes into
a chaotic attractor as can be seen in figure 4.4 f. In the region that follows a great variety of
chaotic behaviour is present.

A new branch of skew-symmetric snap-through motion harmonic solutions is instigated by
a saddle-node bifurcation at point G at 5.38 [Hz]. The phase diagram and Poincare mapping
of the chaotic resonance and the harmonic solution at f = 5.5 [Hz] are shown in figure 4.6
a. This chaotic solution has a skew-symmetric variant, because the solution that is found by

flipping the chaotic solution of figure 4.6 a over the (~ = ¥)-line, is also present in the sys

tem (figure 4.6 b). In the following only one of the skew-symmetric variants of the evolution
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Figure 4.6; Periodic solutions in the phase plane and their Poincare mapping.
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of this solution is shown.

Next, the chaotic resonances are attracted by one of two 1/3 subharmonic resonance as
illustrated by figure 4.6 c (again its skew-symmetric variant is present). At 13.05 [Hz] this
results in two 1/12 subharmonic resonances (figure 4.6 d) and at 13.2 [Hz] in a 1/6 sub
harmonic resonance (figure 4.6 e). In the figures 4.6 d and e zoom plots are shown of one
of the three areas where 4, respectively 2, Poincare diamonds are found. Finally two 1/3
subharmonic resonances are created at 13.3 [Hz] (point F) as shown in figure 4.6 f. Because,
both multipliers have become stable by the entrance of the unit circle of one of the multipliers
through -1, it is clear that a period doubling bifurcation is present at point F. This suggests
that this region inherits a period doubling route to chaos (or Feigenbaum cascade).

At point C (13.7 [Hz]) one Floquet multiplier enters the unit circle at -1, indicating
a flip-bifurcation. After this point, five periodic solutions are present: The two 1/3 snap
through subharmonic resonances and the snap-through harmonic solution as described before
exist and two 1/2 subharmonic resonances are created. In figure 4.7 a only one of the 1/3
subharmonic resonances is shown.
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Figure 4.7: Periodic solutions in the phase plane and their Poincare mapping.
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Then, at point B the unit circle is entered by one Floquet multiplier through -1. This
again indicates a flip bifurcation which at about 15.1 [Hz] changes the two 1/2 subharmonics
into two stable harmonic periodic solutions as shown by figure 4.7 b. From there on there ex
ist five stable solutions; the last two harmonic solutions, the two 1/3 subharmonic resonances
(only one is shown in figure 4.6 b) and the snap-through harmonic solution.

Finally, at high frequencies only the two stable harmonic solutions around the static
equilibrium points (see figure 4.7 c) are physically interesting. These harmonic solutions
approach the high frequency asymptote of vL' [00] = 0.051. This can be explained by taking
the Laplace transform of the linearization around the positive equilibrium point of ode (4.8):

(4.19)

where Y1 [8] and U [8] are the Laplace transforms of Yl [t] and W, respectively. The system's
transfer function can now be written as

(4.20)

Recalling that 8 = jw, and considering that highest order terms of w rule in the high frequency
range, the transfer function in the high frequency range is approximated by

(4.21)

v max(~w[tJ)-min(~w[t])
hence in the high frequency range T = L = 2!it [-], which in this
case equals 0.051 [-].

Case II

The amplitude of the periodic solutions of case I I is calculated in the same manner as for
case I (see (4.18)), because the second generalized coordinate has no contribution to the
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Figure 4.8: Differences between case I and II at f = 191 [Hz].
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transversal displacement of the middle of the beam. From (4.12) it is clear that Y2 = 0 [m]
results in the same system as for case I. The only significant non-zero Y2-solution found is
in the neighbourhood of the second resonance frequency at 191 [Hz]. Figure 4.8 a shows,
however, that at this frequency the influence of Y2 on Yl is very small. The periodic solution
has only been shifted a little to the left. Therefore, the only signilicant difference of case
I I with respect to case I is the beam's shape at the second harmonic resonance frequency
(figure 4.8 b.), which does hardly affect the transversal displacement of the beam's middle.
The amplitude-frequency plot of the transversal displacement of the middle of the beam is,
therefore, similar to that of figure 4.2.

Case III

Because the transversal displacement of the third generalized coordinate is not equal to zero
at x = L/2, the amplitude of the middle of the beam is now defined as

V per _ (Yl - Y3)max - (Yl - Y3)min
L - L (4.22)

In case I I I the two coupled equations of motion (4.13) both have a driving term on the
righthand side in contrast to case II (4.12). Fig 4.9 shows the amplitude-frequency plot
of case III. It is obvious that at lower frequencies the system behaves approximately the
same as for case I and II. Therefore, only the harmonic soltitions branch is considered (that
physically exists) in the high frequency range. At about 134 [Hz] and 203 [Hz] a second
and third super-harmonic resonance of the third harmonic resonance at 406 [Hz] is found.
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Figure 4.9: Amplitude-frequency plot for case III.
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Figure 4.10: Identification of superharmonic resonances.

Identification of these super-harmonic resonances is performed in figure 4.10. Furthermore,
it is shown in fig 4.9 that the harmonic resonance peak at 406 [Hz] bends to the right. At
about 400 [Hz] a cyclic-fold bifurcation exists, giving rise to one stable and one unstable
symmetric snap-through solution. The unstable solution becomes larger and closer to the
two stable asymmetric solutions (see figure 4.11). For f ---t 00, in this case an asymptote at
~ - 2BJ/J(1-V _ 0034 . h dL - L -. IS reac e .

4.4.3 Influence of parameters

This subsection deals with the influence of parameter changes. Simulations are solely per
formed on case I. Only harmonic solutions are plotted in the amplitude-frequency plots.
Firstly, the damping C is decreased, then the axial pre-load P is varied and finally the influ
ence of the excitation amplitude W is considered. Only one parameter is varied at a time,
the remaining parameters are defined as in table 4.2.

Figure 4.12 shows the amplitude-frequency plots for two decreased values of the damp
ing parameter. It is obvious that as the damping decreases the 'height' of the resonance
peaks increases. Consequently, the peak bends over a larger frequency range. Moreover, for
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1 % damping, a part of the superharmonic resonance peak at 6.6 [Hz] even becomes unstable.

It is clear, that if the axial pre-load P is increased the stiffness terms K i , i = 1 ... 7,
become larger. Figure 4.13 shows that increasing pre-load and, thus, increasing stiffness leads
to steeper peaks and higher resonance frequencies. The unstable regions become smaller and
eventually, if the pre-load is large enough, it makes snap-through impossible.

Next, the excitation amplitude W is considered. Increasing this parameter results in
higher values for r as shown in figure 4.14. The harmonic resonance peaks become flatter
and regions of instability become a bit larger.

10' r----~-----r==;;c;=T;===u
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----------1

- ...-.......

I 1I
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I
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Figure 4.12: Amplitude-frequency plot for different damping values.

4.5 Validation

Subsection 3.6.2 showed that the buckling path of FEM52 has very small errors with re
spect to the FEM26 results. Therefore, the less expensive FEM52-model (with respect to to
computational time) is used for dynamic analyses. For these analyses, a discrete dashpot is
added to the model, connected between the middle of the beam and the ground. The viscous
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Figure 4.14: Amplitude-frequency plot for different excitation amplitude.

damping constant of this dashpot Cd = 13.1 [kg/s] results in the damping parameter of table
4.2. All analyses are performed after first statically pre-loading the beam in axial direction as
discussed in subsection 3.6.2. First a modal analysis is performed. Next, the FEM52 transient
dynamic analyses are compared with time integrated results of case I.

4.5.1 Modal analysis

The first three undamped vibrational eigenmodes of the pre-loaded beam (P = 1.01Pe ) found
by MARC/Mentat 2003 are depicted in figure 4.15 and the corresponding eigenfrequencies are
shown in table 4.4. It is shown by figure 4.15 that the first three eigenmodes are comparable
to the buckling modes. The first mode looks a lot like the first buckling mode of the system.
However, the axial displacement of this vibrational mode is u!:::] = -0041 [-], whereas the

axial displacement of the buckling mode is u[.x=L] = 0 [-]. This may explain the fact that the
'{;maz

second generalized coordinate of case I I contributes to this vibrational eigenmode. Further-
more, it is clear that the second and third eigenmode are very difficult to describe in closed
form. In the last three columns of table 4.4 a comparison is made with the eigenfrequencies
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Mode FEM52 [Hz] erelcc,seI [%] erelcaseI I [%] ereLcaseI I I [%]
1 5.92 12 16 10
2 1.60.102 - 19 -
3 3.96.102 - - 2.5

Table 4.4: Vibrational eigenfrequencies of FEM52

of table 4.3 by calculating the relative error:

erel = 100 II fd table4.3 - fntable4.411 [%].
f ntable4.4

(4.23)

It shows that case I I I estimates the first as well as the third eigenfrequency within reasonable
limits (10 %). The results of case II are poor for the first as well as the second eigenfrequency.
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Figure 4.15: Vibrational eigenmodes of FEM52.

4.5.2 Transient analysis

In section 4.4, amplitude-frequency plots for reduced order models of a pinned-pinned buckled
beam are presented. The construction of such plots using FEM is very elaborate (practically
impossible) and time-consuming. In order to compare some results of subsection 4.4.2 with
FEM results, transient analysis is performed for f = 1,5,14.5,50 [Hz] and the parameters of
table 3.1. Figure 4.16 shows the steady-state results of the FEM analyses compared with the
periodic solutions of the semi-analytic results of case I. All steady-state results are obtained

with initial conditions [v vf = [Yl. iow]T. The Poincare section of the FEM results is de
noted by the white diamonds, whereas the Poincare sections of the semi-analytic results are
still denoted by the black diamonds.

At an excitation frequency of 1 [Hz] (figure 4.16 a) both periodic solutions are period one
and vibrate around their respective equilibrium points. The amplitude of the case I-solution
(y = 0.0016) is a little smaller than for the FEM52-solution (y = 0.0018).

At 5 [Hz] (figure 4.16 b) the FEM52-solution results in a chaotic solution, whereas the
case I response (see 4.16 c) resulted in a 1/3 sub-harmonic resonance. The amplitude of the
FEM52-solution y = 0.245 is very close to the semi-analytic solution of case I y = 0.251.
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The only other similarity of the two solutions is that both solutions are snap-through motions.

The FEM52-solution at 12.5 [Hz] (figure 4.16 d) shows a 1/2 sub-harmonic resonance, in
contradiction with the case I solution that inherits a chaotic response (see figure 4.16 e). For
case I, the 1/2 sub-harmonic resonance appears after the flip bifurcation of point C in figure
4.2. From this, it is clear that the chaotic region of the FEM52-model ends a little earlier
than it does for case I, whIch is in correspondence with a lower eigenfrequency in the FEM
model.

Comparison of the results at f = 50 [Hz] (figure 4.16 f) has comparable results as for
f = 1 [Hz]. Both solutions are period one and vibrate around their respective equilibrium
points. However, the equilibrium points are not exactly the center of the phase plane repre
sentation of the periodic solution. For the FEM52-solution it is positioned to the left of the
center and for the case I solution to the right. The amplitude of the FEM52-solution is a
little smaller (y = 0.045) than for the semi-analytic solution (y = 0.051).

The qualitative behaviour of the case I periodic solutions do not differ much from the
FEM52-so1utions outside the chaotic and sub-harmonic region. Therefore, the snap-through
motion regions are estimated well by case I. One reason for the quantitative differences
between both results lies in the fact that the eigenfrequencies of both systems are quite
different (see table 4.4). Indeed, because of the dynamically rich behaviour, a small shift of
frequency in the snap-through motion region of the amplitude-frequency plot of figure 4.2
results in substantially distinct behaviour. Therefore, the FEM52-results of figure 4.16 are
again compared with the semi-analytic periodic solutions for the" corrected" frequency:

fFEM,c = fid l fFEM, (4.24)
nl

where fdl and fnl are the first eigenfrequencies of case I and FEM52, respectively. The
results are shown in figure 4.17. It is clear that due to the frequency correction the results
become qualitatively as well as quantitatively better. At f = 1 [Hz] (figure 4.17 a) the so
lutions are still vibrating around their respective equilibria, however, the amplitude of the
semi-analytic solution now becomes v7T = 0.0017, which is closer to the amplitude of the
FEM52-so1ution (y = 0.0018) than it was before correcting (y =0.0016). Furthermore,
figure 4.17 b shows that the solution that corresponds with the FEM52-solution at 5 [Hz] 4.16
b, also exhibits chaotic behaviour. The shape of the Poincare sections is even closely related
(flipping the case I-solution over line (y = ~)). However, the amplitude of the semi
analytic result y = 0.2814 is substantially larger than for the FEM52-result ~ = 0.2453.
Also the qualitative behaviour at a FEM52-frequency of 12.5 [Hz] improves dramatically (see
figure 4.17 c). At fFEM,c = 14.0 [Hz] also a 1/2 subharmonic resonance is found by the
semi-analytic method. The amplitude (r = 0.09) is smaller than for the FEM52-solution(r = 0.11), but the shape of the solution is equivalent. Finally, at 50 [Hz] nothing much
changes, since there both results are part of the high frequency asymptote as discussed be
fore. Figure 4.18 summarizes the foregoing by plotting the FEM52-so1utions at the simulated
and the corrected frequency in figure 4.2. It is clear that the frequency shifting brings the
FEM52-so1ution closer to the corresponding semi-analytic solutions branch. Figure 4.18 also
shows that the semi-analytic results contains much more information than the FEM52-results.
Another advantage of the semi-analytic method is that it is much less time-consuming than
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FEM. As an example, calculation of the harmonic solutions branch of figure 4.18 and calcu
lation of the corresponding Floquet multipliers takes about twenty minutes, while calculation
of one FEM52-solution takes up to two hours.

By the frequency correction the semi-analytic results improve much with respect to the
FEM52-results. There are, however, still some quantitative differences that may be explained
by bearing in mind that the static equilibrium points of (4.14)

{
0 ,V P

le = ±0.0905, P 2': Pe '

substantially differ from the FEM52 equilibrium points

(4.25)

y = {-e

o
0.0814

55
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, P 2': Pe '
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and that the choice of basic functions in the Galerkin discretization do not permit axial
displacement. Therefore, a contradiction is present between the Elastica model and the basic
function. Consequently, a choice of X in (4.2) describing the vibrational eigenmodes in a
better way, may improve the results. As an example, for the first vibrational eigenmode
may be chosen v [x, t] = Yl [t] sin L+u[x~L,t-O]' So, with some caution, it can be said that
the semi-analytical models in combination with the finite difference method and arc-length
continuation can be used for predicting the dynamic behaviour of buckled beams.
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Figure 4.18: FEM52-solutions in the amplitude-frequency response of case I.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and recommendations

5.1 Conclusions

There are many applications of buckled beams in industry and modern human life. In some
cases, it is necessary to have a good understanding of the (dynamic) behaviour of such a
structure. Mostly, this behaviour is investigated using the finite element method, which offers
modeling flexibility on one hand, but is less suitable for parameter studies on the other hand.
In this report mainly (semi)-analytic models are studied to analyze the static and dynamic
buckling behaviour of pinned-pinned beams under axial compression and transversal excita
tion. These models are more suitable for parameter variation studies and structural optimiza
tion. In addition a comparison between (semi-) analytic and FEM analyses is carried out. In
order to do this several steps are taken.

Firstly, the uniaxial kinematic model of the beam under consideration is derived, only ne
glecting transversal contraction. This model is simplified into the Elastica kinematic model,
under the adoption of the Euler-Bernoulli hypothesis. Using Hamilton's principle the equa
tion ormotion of the beam is derived.

Secondly, the linearized system is used to determine the critical static buckling behaviour.
Furthermore, this system is used to show that the asymptotes of the load-deflection curve of
the imperfect beam are identical to the perfect beam's curve. Subsequently, a perturbation
analysis results in the numerical calculation of the initial post-buckling path of the beam. The
perfect beam contains one unstable and two stable initial post-buckling paths. Comparison of
the uniaxial and Elastica initial post-buckling paths shows that the more convenient Elastica
kinematics are a good substitute for the more complicated uniaxial kinematics in buckling
analyses. Exact analytic solutions show that the perturbation analysis is only valid in the
region of the buckling point. Subsequently, two FEM-models are used to prove that the Elas
tica kinematic model in combination with the used perturbation method is an appropriate
substitute for FEM-analyses in static buckling and initial post-buckling analysis.

Also, the steady-state behaviour and dynamic stability of the transversally harmonically
excited buckled beam is considered. Galerkin discretization of the Elastica equation of mo
tion, based on the first three buckling modes, results in three sets of ordinary differential
equations. The first set is solely based on the first buckling mode, the second and third set
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are based on the first buckling mode in combination with the second and third mode, respec
tively. The static equilibrium points and vibrational eigenfrequencies of the statically buckled
beam of the sets appear to have a small error for small excursions beyond the critical load
with respect to the FEM-model. Numerically, periodic solutions of the transversally excited
buckled beam are found using the finite difference method and arc-length continuation.

Dynamic analysis of the first set of equations shows one harmonic resonance bending to
the left and a second superharmonic resonance at half the harmonic resonance frequency. In
the direct vicinity of the resonance peak, 1/3 subharmonic and chaotic solutions are found.
In this region also snap-through is encountered. The amplitude-frequency plot of the second
set of equations shows that the second generalized coordinate only influences the shape of
the beam around the second harmonic resonance. Evaluation of the third set results in three
extra resonance peaks near the third harmonic resonance and its second and third super
harmonic resonance. Near the third harmonic resonance three stable solutions are present,
which inherit snap-through motion. Furthermore, variation of parameters in the first set of
equations shows that the amount of damping influences the height of the resonance peaks. It
also shows that increasing the pre-load results in steeper peaks, higher eigenfrequencies and
decreased snap-through behaviour and that increasing excitation amplitude results in larger
amplitude responses.

Finally, comparison with the dynamic transient analysis of the FEM representation of the
Elastica kinematic model shows that differences present may be explained by reducing the
order of the model, differences in vibrational eigenfrequencies and static equilibrium points
and by the fact that the basic functions of the Galerkin discretization do not permit axial
displacements. So, with some caution, it can be concluded that Galerkin discretization in
combination with the finite difference method and arc-length continuation is a promising
method for evaluation of complicated dynamical behaviour of buckled systems.

In conclusion, it can be said that using (semi-) analytic approaches the static and dynamic
behaviour of the transversally excited buckled beam are investigated and understood to a large
extent. The main contribution of this thesis is that the static and dynamic semi-analytic ap
proaches are promising alternatives for FEM in static and dynamic beam buckling analysis.
The main reasons are that the semi-analytic approaches contain much more information, are
suitable for parameter variation and structural optimization and are much less time-expensive.

5.2 Recommendations

There are several recommendations that can be made for future research. It is desirable to
find a method that is suitable for parameter variation and structural optimization in dynamic
buckling analysis. In industry most structures have a more complex structure than the beam
in this thesis. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate whether it is possible to apply the
(semi-) analytic approaches to more complex structures and check whether the results are
valid or not.

Furthermore, it must be noticed that Koiter's theory is only accurate for the initial post-
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buckling behaviour of structures. In many applications it is desirable to khow the behaviour
of a structure in the far post-buckling range. Therefore, it is necessary to find or develop
methods that predict the entire post-buckling behaviour until failure.

Also, the basic functions of the Galerkin discretization are based on the buckling modes.
Since these modes do not contain axial displacements and the vibrational eigenmodes are a
more straightforward choice, it is recommended that the Galerkin discretization is performed
with basic functions adjusted to these conditions.

Finally, it is desirable to compare the (semi-) analytic and FEM-results with reality by
means of experiments. The static experimental set-up could exist of a beam that is attached by
radial bearings, at one side to the world and at the other side to a linear bearing, which permits
this end of the beam to translate in axial direction. Then, by very slowly applying an axial
force the transversal and axial displacements and the rotation of the beam can be determined
by some kind of angular measuring device. The dynamic experimental set-up could exist
of the static experimental set-up mounted at the beam ends to linear bearings permitting
translations in transversal direction. The transversal excitation could be performed by for
instance elektromagnets. A similar set-up is used by Yabuno et al. (1998). The ranges of
interest are the snap-through motion areas and the areas where subharmonic and chaotic
behaviour is found.
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Appendix A

Some aspects of the calculus of
variations

The derivation of the equations of motion in section 2.2 uses variational calculus. In this
appendix the basic aspects of a method of variational calculus is discussed. This method is
also used in chapter 3, where static buckling is discussed. The derivation is the same as in
Budiansky (1974).

In the classical calculus of variations, the variation of a function or functional is defined
in terms of a variation oz of its argument by

!:f[ ]=1' f[z+(c5z]-j[z]
uZ_lm r '

(~O .,
(A.I)

where ( is a scalar, A suitable choice of norm in the space of f is implicit in this definition;
that is, a more precise statement specifying of is

(A.2)

For sufficiently well-behaved functions f, c5f will be a linear function of 0Z in the sense of
f [(3z] = (3f [z], and may be written in terms of a linear operator 1',

c5f=1'oz, (A.3)

known as the Gateaux derivative of f. Furthermore, it is not essential to retain the variational
notation in the definition of 1', but simply write, for any fixed Zl

f ' - l' j[z + (Zl] - j[z]
Zl = 1m r

(~O .,
(AA)

An alternative basic definition for the generalized derivative of f, due to Frechet, requires
that l' be that linear operator satisfying .

lim Ilf [z + Zl] - f [z] - 1'zlll = a
II zlll-->O II zlil

(A.5)

The two definitions are equivalent when l' is continuous in z, and here we will refer to l' as
the Frechet derivative. The relation of (AA) may be written conveniently as

(A.6)
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and this leads to a convenient definition for higher-order generalized derivatives of f. Thus

(A.7)

and, assuming sufficient continuity of the higher-order Frechet derivatives of f, this is the
same as

J"ZlZ2 = (8(~~(2) f [z + (IZI + (2 Z 2] b=(FO (A.8)

wherein the order of differentiation is immaterial. It is evident, then, that 1"ZlZ2 = J"Z2ZI.

Generalizing (A.8) we get the relation

satisfied by the nth-order Frechet derivative of f. Note that identities like

J"ZlZl = (:;;) f [z + (IZI] b=o,

and

.(A.9)

(A.I0)

f lllZ
IZ2 Z2 = (8(~;(?) f [z + (IZI + (2 Z2] b=(2=O, (A.H)

follow from (A.9), and the convenient abbreviated notation 1"z; == 1"ZIZI will be used. This
notation permits the succinct Taylor-series representation of an analytic function or functional
in the familiar looking form

f [z] = f [zoJ + f' [zo] (z - zo) + ~1" [zoJ (z - zO)2 + ... (A.12)

The formal definitions given for Frechet derivatives of any order are entirely equivalent to
the familiar process of "taking variation" in the calculus of variations. A short example will
illustrate such calculations. Consider the functional

F= 11

[u3 +3(v,x)2+ xu]dx.

The variable Z is identified as the pair of functions u(x), v(x). Recall that

Thus, letting e5u == UI, e5v == VI, we have

Next, taking another variation, with ou == U2, e5v == V2, leads to
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Appendix B

Uniaxial kinematic model results

B.1 Static equilibrium equations

The static part of the equations of motion of the uniaxial kinematic model is given by:

~EI8~x ((1 + u,x) - 2 cos (8) (-u,x cos (8) - cos (8) - v,x sin (8))) - ...
GA sin (8) (v,x cos (8) - sin (8) - sin (8) u,x) + EA (u,x + ~v~ + ~u~x) (1 + u,x) + P = 0

~EAv~x + (~EI8~x (1 + 2 sin2 (8)) + GA cos2 (8) + EA (u,x + ~u~x)) V,x + ...
EI8~x cos (8) sin (8) (1 + u,x) - GA cos (8) sin (8) (1 + u,x) = 0

GA (sin (28) (-28 xUxVx - U xx + VxxV x - 28 xVx - uxxu x) + ...
cos (28) (-8,xu~x +v',xx'+ u,x~v,x - 'e,x ~ 28,x~.x +8,xv'~x +'v,xxu,x)) + ...
EI8,x cos (28) (~ + 28~xu.x - 8~xv~ - ~v~ - v,xx8,x + u,x + 8~xu~x + ~u~x + 8~ - ...
v,xx8,xu,x - 28,xxu,xv,x - u,xx8,xv,x - 28.xxv,x) + EI8,x sin (28) (28~xv,x + u,xx8,x + 8,xx + '"
V,x + 28~xu,xv,x - v,xx8,xv,x + u,xx8,xu,x + u,xv,x + 8,xxu~x - 8.xxv~x + 28,xxu,x) + ...
EI8,x (v~x + u~x + 2u,x + ~) + ~g8~x = 0,

(B.1)
with boundary condition

[( - sin (8) - sin (8) u,x + v,x cos (8)) (cos (8) u,x + cos (8) + v,x sin (8)) (EI8~x - GA)]~ = O.
(B.2)

B.2 The initial post-buckling path

The perturbation terms of the uniaxial kinematic model are calculated by the following m-file.
The files kinematics.mat and kin_elastica.mat contain the static equilibrium equations of the
uniaxial and elastica kinematic models respectively.

1.1.%%I.'l.%Y.%Ye'l.l.hl.t.I.Y.%%%Y.I.I.'l.'l.%Y.%I.I.I.I.I.I.%%%I.I.%%%
% Created by: %
% Sander Noijen %
% April 2004 I.
% TUE %
1.1.1.%%%%%%%%%%%%%i.%%%Y.%%%i.Y.Y.i.Y.%%%%%i.%%%%%%%
clc. close all
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%ux = diff(u(x),x) etc.
%%%%%%%%1.%1.%;'1.1./.%%%%%%%10%%%%%%%%%%%%%/.%%%%%%%%%%%%%%1.1.%%%%%%%%%1.%%

disp('Definitions')
clear all
%strains definition
pi = sym(pi);
syms x cl c2 L

choice = menu('What strain definition?','Uniaxial' ,'Elastica');

if choice == 1
load kinematics Pi P As A E G I k ux vx t tx
symbols = [ux;vx;t;tx];

elseif choice == 2
load kin_elastica Pi PEl psi psix
syms t tx
Pi = subs(Pi, [psi,psix], [t,tx]);
symbols = [t;tx];

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
disp('calculating derivatives')
if choice == 1

load der_GL
else

derivatives
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%i.i.%%%%%%%i.%%%%%%%%
%We ~ill calculate the perturbation terms: %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%1.%%%1.%%%%1.1.%%%1.1.%%1.%%1.1.%1.%%%%1.1.%%1.1.1.1.%1.%%%1.1.%
I. First we caluculate UO from the equilibrium equation:
symbolsO = frsym(symbols,O);
Pc = pi-2*E*I/L-2;
disp('analysis')

I. we kno~ that at prebuckling v

if choice == 1
vO = 0;
vOx = diff(vO,x);
PiadU = subs(PiadU,vx,vOx);

0, (to 0)

to = 0; tOx = 0;
PiadU subs(PiadU,[t tx], [to tOx]);

for i = 1:1ength(dU)
PiadUi(i,l) = maple('map','coeff',PiadU,dU(i));

end

= solve(PiadUi(l),ux);
= uOx(l); uOx simple(uOx);
int(uOx,x); I. into
simple (uO) ;

uOx
uOx
uO
uO

else
to

end
0; tOx 0; tOxx 0;

canst. o because at x=O, u=o
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symbolsO = eval(symbolsO);
save temporary.mat
1.1.1.%%1.%1.%1.%%%%1.%%1.%1.%%%%%1.1.1.%%%1.%1.%%%%1.1.%1.%1.%%1.%%%%%%%%%1.%%%
%Bifurcation analysis results in Ul:
disp('calculating Ul')
PidaUldU = subs(PidaUldU,symbols,symbolsO,O);
for i = l:length(dU)

PidaUldUie(i,l) = maple('map','coeff' ,PidaUldU,dU(i));
end

%partial integration results in the extra bc EI tlxx
%partial differentiation to x:
symbolsl = frsym(symbols,l);
Aa = part(PidaUldUie(length(PidaUldUie)),symbols1,x);

° and:

PidaUldUi = PidaUldUie(1:length(PidaUldUie)-2);
PidaUldUi(length(PidaUldUie)-l) = PidaUldUie(length(PidaU1dUie)-1) - Aa;
PidaUldUi_c = subs(PidaUldUi,P,Pc,O);

syms tl t1x tlxx
if choice == 1

syms ulx vlx
ulx = solve(PidaUldUi_c(l),ulx);
ul = int(ulx,x);
vlx = solve(PidaU1dUi_c(2),vlx);

end
I. now the solution of v1 (or tl) results in cl*sin(wx) (or cos for tl)
%which results in w = sqrt(Pc/(E*I)) or:

tleq = eval(PidaU1dUi_c(length(PidaUldUi_c)));
tlfirst = maple('map' ,'coeff',tleq,tl);
t1second = maple('map','coeff',tleq,tlxx);
tl = cl*cos(sqrt(tlfirst/t1second)*x);
tl = simple(tl);
if choice == 1

tlx diff(t1,x);
vlx = eval(vlx);
vlx = simple(vlx);
vl int(v1x,x); I. into constant °
vl = simple (vi) ;

end

save temporary.mat

1.1.1.%%%%%1.%%%%%%%1.1.1.1.1.1.%%1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.%%%%1.%1.1.1.1.%1.1.1.%1.
disp('calculating Pl')
I. calculation of lambda1 or Pl with (4.21)
PitaU1cub_c subs(PitaUlcub,symbols,symbolsO,O);
PitaUlcub_c eval(PitaUlcub_c);
PitaUlcub_c subs(PitaUlcub_c,P,Pc,O);
PitaU1cub_c int(PitaUlcub_c,x);

if PitaUlcub_c == °
Pl = 0;

elseif PitaU1cub_c -= °
error('P1 -= ° so we need more terms calculating P2')
PidaUlsq_c subs(PidaUlsq,symbols,symbolsO,O);
PidaU1sq_c = eval(PidaUlsq_c);
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PidaUlsq_cdP diff(PidaUlsq_c,P);
PidaUlsq_cdP eval(PidaUlsq_cdP);
PidaUlsq_cdP subs(PidaUisq_cdP,P,Pc,O);
P1 = -1!2*PitaUicub_c!PidaUisq_cdP;

end
save temporary.mat

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
disp('calculating U2')
%calculation of u2
syms u2x v2x t2 t2x t2xx
PidaU2dU = sUbs(PidaU2dU,symbols,symbolsO,0);
for i = l:length(dU)

PidaU2dUi(i,1) = maple('map','coeff',PidaU2dU,dU(i));
end

PidaUidU = sUbs(PidaUldU,symbols,symbolsO,O);
PidaUldU_dP = diff(PidaUidU,P);
for i = l:length(dU)

PidaUldUi_dP(i,l) = maple('map' ,'coeff',PidaUldU_dP,dU(i));
end

PitaUlsqdU = sUbs(PitaUisqdU,symbols,symbolsO,O);
for i = l:length(dU)

PitaUisqdUi(i,l) = maple ('map' ,'coeff',PitaUisqdU,dU(i));
end

% (4.23)
eq423e
eq423e
eq423e

= 0:
PidaU2dUi + Pi*PidaUldUi_dP + 1!2*PitaUlsqdUi;
subs(eq423e,P,Pc,0); %uO(P) = uO(Pc)
eval(eq423e) ;

%partial integration gives [Elv2xx]OL = 0 and :
%partial integration results in the extra bc E1 tixx 0 and:
%partial differentiation to x:
symbols2 = frsym(symbols,2);
Aa = part(eq423e(length(eq423e)),symbols2,x);

eq423 = eq423e(1:length(eq423e)-2);
eq423(length(eq423e)-1) = eq423e(length(eq423e)-1) - Aa;

if choice == 1

u2x = solve(eq423(1),u2x);
u2x = simplify(u2x);
u2 = int(u2x,x); %into constant 0
v2x = solve(eq423(2),v2x);

end
%the homogenous solution of v2 (or t2) results in the same manner as for vi in v2h

t2eq = eval(eq423(length(eq423)));
t2first = maple('map','coeff',t2eq,t2);
t2second = maple('map', 'coeff' ,t2eq,t2xx)";
t2 = c2*~os(sqrt(t2first!t2second)*x);
if choice == 1

v2x = eval(v2x);
v2 = int(v2x,x); %into constant 0

end
save temporary.mat
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%%I.%%%i.%%%%%%%%%'l.I.'l.I.%%%%%i.%I.I.J.i.J.I.%%%%%%%%%%%%%'l.%%%%%%%%%%%1.1.
%Now we will solve P2! :
%P1 is zero so only the first 2 terms are non-zero
disp('calculating P2')
PiqaU1q_c subs(PiqaU1q,symbols,symbolsO);
PiqaU1q_c = eval(PiqaU1q_c);
PiqaU1q_c = int(PiqaUlq_c,x);
PiqaU1q_cL = subs(PiqaU1q_c,x,L);
PiqaU1q_cO = subs(PiqaU1q_c,x,O);
PiqaU1q_c = PiqaUlq_cL - PiqaUlq_cO;

if choice == 1
PitaU1sqU2_c = subs(PitaUlsqU2,symbols,symbolsO);
PitaU1sqU2_c = eval(PitaUlsqU2_c);
save temporary.mat
clear all
load temporary.mat PitaU1sqU2_c x
PitaUlsqU2_c = int(PitaU1sqU2_c,x);
save temporary.mat -append
clear all
load temporary.mat PitaUlsqU2_c x L
PitaUlsqU2_cl = subs(PitaUlsqU2_c,x,L);
save temporary.mat -append
clear all
load temporary.mat PitaUlsqU2_c x
PitaUlsqU2_c2 = subs(PitaUlsqU2_c,x,O);
save temporary.mat -append
clear all
load temporary.mat PitaUlsqU2_cl
%PitaUlsqU2_c2 = O. so:
PitaUlsqU2_c = PitaUlsqU2_cl;
save temporary.mat -append
clear all

else
PitaUlsqU2_c sUbs(PitaUlsqU2,symbols,symbolsO);
PitaUlsqU2_c eval(PitaUlsqU2_c);
PitaUlsqU2_c int(PitaUlsqU2_c,x);
PitaUlsqU2_cL = subs(PitaUlsqU2_c,x,L);
PitaUlsqU2_cO = subs(PitaUlsqU2_c,x,O);
PitaUlsqU2_c = PitaUlsqU2_cL - PitaUlsqU2_cO;
save temporary.mat

end
load temporary.mat
PidaUlsq_c = subs(PidaUlsq,symbols,symbolsO);
PidaUlsq_c = eval(PidaUlsq_c);
PidaUlsq_cdP diff(PidaUlsq_c.P);
PidaUlsq_cdP = eval(PidaUlsq_cdP);
PidaUlsq_cdP = int(PidaUlsq_cdP,x);
PidaUlsq_cdPL = subs(PidaUlsq_cdP,x,L);
PidaUlsq_cdPO = subs(PidaUlsq_cdP,x,O);
PidaUlsq_cdP = PidaUlsq_cdPL - PidaUlsq_cdPO;

P2 = -(1!6*PiqaUlq_c + PitaUlsqU2_c)!PidaUlsq_cdP;
P2 = subs(P2,P,Pc,O);
save temporary. mat

if choice == 2
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1!120*tl-S-l!S040*tl-7; %vx = sin(t) -> this is
%with a rms error of 0.001 promille

1!120*t2-S-1!S040*t2-7;

1!24*tO-4 - 1!720*tO-6;
%ux

1!24*tl-4 - 1!720*tl-6;

vlx = tl - 1!6*tl-3 +

vl = int(vlx,x);
v2x = t2 - 1!6*t2-3 +

v2 = int(v2x,x);
uOx = -1!2*tO-2 +

uO = int(uOx,x);
ulx = -1!2*tl-2 +

ul = int(ulx,x);
u2x = -1!2*t2-2 + 1!24*t2-4 - 1!720*t2-6;
u2 = int(u2x,x);

end
save temporary.mat

the Maclaurin approximation

cos(t)-l see above with rms error of 0.01 promille
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Appendix C

Eigenmodes

The second until fourth eigenmode and buckling load of both models:

Figure C.1: Second buckling mode of model 1 (a.) and model 2 (b.)

a. PC3 = 2.459 . 105 b. PC3 = 2.495 . 105

4ff~~'.
,~

Figure C.2: Third buckling mode of model 1 (a.) and model 2 (b.)

a. PC4 = 4.327 . 105 b. PC4 = 4.445 . 105

Figure C.3: Fourth buckling mode of model 1 (a.) and model 2 (b.)
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(D.l)

Appendix D

Periodic solutions tools

D.1 Finite difference method

Figure D.l: Graphical interpretation of the finite difference method.

The finite difference method approximates the periodic solution by a number of linear
segments (figure D.l) by solving a two-point boundary value problem based on the periodicity
of the solutions. Consider the set of nonlinear differential equations (4.10). For convenience,
time t is replaced by the dimensionless time r:

t
r = T: = I pt ,

p

where I p is the frequency of the periodic solution and Tp is the period time of the solution.

If X = [J!.. iL (, then (4.10) may be written as

(D.2)

As a consequence the dimensionless time derivative of X, denoted by X,r, is defined by

dX dX .
X = -= = Tp-= = TpX.
-,r dr dt -
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Periodicity of the solution results in the following boundary values:

x [t] = X [t + Tp ] • (D.4)

The finite difference method uses a sequence of N points, X = [xi, xI, ... ,x~] equally

spaced in time with step length hs = -5f. The trapezoidal scheme is used to connect a segment
starting from point X k-l to the succeeding segment:

(D.5)

The finite difference method is based on finding a zero of the difference scheme, i.e. finding
a zero of the function:

(D.6)

If H (Tp , X) = 0 then all segments connect and the sequence of points X approximates the
periodic solution. A Newton-Raphson algorithm is used to find a zero of H (Tp , X) by solving
in each iteration step the set of equations for the non-autonomous system

(D.7)

The set of N x n equations (D.7), where n is the number of DOF in (4.10), solves t..X for
every iteration step. The total state vector X at iteration step j + 1 then becomes

(D.8)

During the iteration process the norm of the residue is required to decrease monotonically:

(D.9)

The column X j is accepted as solution X s if

(D.10)

where Ex is a small number. In calculations Ex = 10-8 unless stated otherwise. Finally, it
should be noted that the solution found by this method, is greatly dependent on the choice
of the initial estimate of X. For a similar detailed description v.:ith respect to autonomous
systems see Leine and Van de Wouw (2001), or with respect to the original system (4.9) see
Fey (1992).

D.2 Arc-length continuation

Arc-length continuation is an efficient method, consisting of a predictor-corrector mechanism,
to predict the change of a periodic solution when a system parameter is changed. If an
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arbitrary system parameter, which is called here f.1 for convenience, is added to (D.6) as an
unknown parameter, the number of unknowns in (D.7) will be one higher than the number
of equations. Therefore, solutions of this set of equations will appear in the X, f.1-solution
space. These branches can be followed using a path following method. In this case the arc
length continuation method is chosen, because this method is able to round turning points
of branches. The arc-length method is based on a predictor step tangent to the branch and
subsequent corrector steps to converge to the branch.

x
predictor

~ ~~IT"W'
1~.C+3

I
;

;

Figure D.2: Arc-length continuation.

The prediction [XT
, f.1]; based on the previous solution [XT , f.1] ~ is given by

[~L [~L+ a, [ - Uv t ~~ L (D.ll)

where (Ts is a well chosen step size (see Fey (1992)). In general, this prediction will not satisfy
(D.7) by the convergence criterion:

IIH(X,f.1)11 < Ex

and an iterative correction process is needed. Correction step c given by

(D.12)

[] [ (~+ ~~ ((~) -, ~~) T) -, H ]

[~ L,cH ~ p,c - ((aH)-l aH)T (aH + aH ((aH)-l aH)T)~l Hax al" ax aiL 8X aiL
p,c

(D.13)
is orthogonal to the prediction path, which is more or less the shortest route to the branch.
In the first correction step (c = 1), the first term on the right hand side is set equal to the
prediction (D.ll). Again, during the correction process the norm of the residue is required
to decrease monotonically:

(D.14)
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If this condition is violated, a new prediction will be calculated using a smaller step size. The
predictor-corrector mechanism is visualized in figure D.2. Again, see for a similar evaluation
Leine and Van de Wouw (2001) for autonomous systems, and Fey (1992) for the original
second-order differential equation.

D.3 Local stability

This section deals with the local stability of a periodic solution (see also Parker and Chua
(1989)) X (7) = X (7 + 1). The stability is investigated by examining the evolution in time of
an infinitesimally small perturbation 6X,.,. introduced at a certain time 70, using the linearized
set of differential equations around the periodic solution. Substitution of the perturbed so
lution X(7) + 6X(7) in (D.2) and neglecting higher order terms results in a set of linearized
differential equations for the perturbation:

6X..,.(7) = TpA(7)6X(7)

A(T) ~ [ -M-' (K: ("'~t))) -M-' (B +;p ("~~))), ] (D.15)

where 6X(T) = [6U(7),fp6;~~,.,.(7)r with initial condition 6U(To) = [6U6,fp6U~or. The
general solution of this set of equations is given by:

6X(7) = <lI(7, To)6X(70), <1>(70' TO) = I (D.16)

in which <1>(7,70) is the fundamental solution matrix. Because X(T) is periodic, A and <1>
are periodic as well. The monodromy matrix is defined as <liT = <lI(7,70) (see Leine and
Van de Wouw (2001)) and from (D.16) it shows that the monodromy matrix maps an initial
condition 6X(70) to the response 6X(T) at dimensionless time 7 (one period later). Hence,
the following can be written:

<1>( 7 + 1,70) = <lI(T, 70 )<1>(70 + 1,70) = <1>(7, To)<1>T

<1>( 7 + k, 70) = <1>(T, 70)(<1>T)k, k = 0,1,2, ... (D.17)

From (D.17), it can be seen that the long term behaviour of the fundamental solution
matrix is determined by the monodromy matrix. Next, the spectral decomposition of the
monodromy matrix is used:

<1>T = UAU-1 (D.18)

where A is a diagonal matrix with eigenvalues Ai, i = 1,2, ... , nand U contains the eigen
columns lli, i = 1,2, ... ,n. Consequently, (D.17) can be written as:

k = 1,2, ... (D.19)

which leads to the conclusion that the long-term behaviour of the fundamental solution matrix
is only determined by the eigenvalues of the monodromy matrix. These eigenvalues are com
monly called Floquet multipliers. The expression for the evolution in time of a perturbation
follows from equations (D.16) and (D.18):
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ITom this equation it is clear that if IAil > 1 the solution grows in the direction of Ui, whereas
if IAil < 1 the solution decays in the direction of Ui. Consequently, the Floquet multipliers
determine the exponential growth or decay of a perturbation. Therefore a periodic solution
is stable if all Floquet multipliers lay within the unit circle and unstable if one or more
multipliers lay outside the unit circle. If one or more Floquet multipliers lay on the unit
circle and the rest within the unit circle, then the periodic solution is marginally stable and a
bifurcation occurs. Because in general no analytical solution can be found for the monodromy
matrix, it is approximated by substitution of (D.16) in (D.15) and integrating the resulting
initial value problem from 7 = 70 to 7 = 70 + 1:

[
<1>,,(7,70) ] = T [A(7)<I>(7,ro) ]

X,.,- P f(X(7)) ,
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Samenvatting

Ret statisch en dynamisch gedrag van een transversaal ge-exiteerde (door statische axiale
belasting) geknikte opgelegde balk wordt geanalyseerd.
Allereerst wordt de kinematica van de beschouwde balk besproken. Ret uni-axiaal kinematisch
model wordt afgeleid, waarbij aIleen dwarscontractie wordt verwaarloosd; Ook het Elastica
kinematisch model wordt afgeleid waarbij de Euler-Bernoulli hypothese wordt toegepast op
het uni-axiaal model. Ret, met een op Koiter's theorie gebaseerde perturbatie methode,
geconstrueerde initieel naknikpad toont aan dat, met betrekking tot initiele naknikanalyse,
het Elastica kinematisch model handiger is dan het uni-axiaal kinematisch model. Met be
hulp van de exact berekende oplossing wordt aangetoond dat de gebruikte perturbatie analyse
betrouwbaar is in de nabijheid van het knikpunt. Een vergelijk van deze exacte oplossing met
resultaten van twee EEM-modellen toont aan dat het Elastica model, in combinatie met de
gebruikte perturbatie methode, gebruikt kan worden als alternatief voor EEM bij initiele
naknik analyses.
Verder is Galerkin discretisatie uitgevoerd op het Elastica model, waarbij gebruikt gemaakt
wordt van de eerste drie knikvormen. Met behulp van de eindige differentie methode en "arc
length continuation" zijn numerieke amplitude frequentie plots gemaakt. Fase diagrammen
en Poincare secties worden gebruikt om dynamisch interessante gebieden te analyseren. De
invloed van verschillende parameters op de amplitude frequentie responsie wordt getoond.
Ten slotte wordt een vergelijk gemaakt tussen steady-state semi-analytische en EEM resul
taten. Roewel er enige kwalitatieve verschillen zijn wordt aangetoond dat het gediscretiseerde
systeem in combinatie met de eindige differentie methode en "arc-length continuation" een
veel belovende methode is met betrekking tot analyses van niet-lineaire dynamische systemen.
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